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96INTRODUCTION
The Siletz River (Figure 1) is the only short coastalstream
in Oregon inhabitedby a run of whataregenerally thought to be
nativesummer steelhead.Hatchery-rearedprogenyfrom Siletz River
stock have been released into and have become established intwo
other Oregon coastalstreams, the Nestucca and Wilson rivers.In
1968a study on the Siletz River summer steelhead was undertaken.
The study continuedfor five years and terminated June 30, 1973.
Partial financingof the studywasaccomplished through the Ana-
dromous FishAct (PL 89-304) administered by the Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife.
OBJECTIVES
Study objectiveswere as follows:
1. Determine the magnitude and timing of therun of
summer steelheadpassing Siletz River Falls, located
at rivermile 64.5.
2. Conductastatistically designed creelcensus program.
3.Evaluate the existing hatcheryprogram bydetermining
proper smolt size for release along with both time and
area of release to effect the highest and most economical
contribution to theresource.
4. Continue life history studies of thisraceof fish.
5. Examine the feasibilityof chemically treating Valsetz
Lake to improve rearing conditions for steelhead,and
other salmonids.
6. Modify the existing fishwayat Siletz Falls to include
better trapping and fish handling facilities.This
work will be done by forceaccount and plans will be
submitted for federal aidapproval.SILETZ R. OREGON
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FIGURE 1.
E
MAPOFSILETZRIVER SYSTEM.
SCALE OF MILESFor the most part, the objectives wereaccomplished.It was
determined that Objective #5was notfeasible at this time due to
the presence of rafted logs covering a large portion of the lake
surface.We felt that a successful chemicalrehabilitation could
not beaccomplishedunder such conditions.The creel census program
specified in Objective #2was notstatistically designed as it be-
came apparentduring the early part of the study that a creel census
program designed to observe the maximum numberof fish would better
serve the overall objectives of thestudy.Much of the information
accumulated during the study should be relevant to management of
the Siletz River stocks currently established in the Nestucca and
Wilson rivers.An extensive literature search was not undertaken
in connection with the study and the bibliography should not be
regardedasbeing complete.
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RIVER
The Watershed
The Siletz River is formed by the confluence of two streams,
the North Fork Siletz and the South Fork Siletz, which head in the
coast range near the town of Valsetz.Below the point of conflu-
ence the Siletz River flows about 59 miles beforeentering the
Pacific Ocean at Taft (Figure 1).Drainagearea for theentire
system is 202squaremiles (U.S. Geological Survey, 1970).The
South Fork Siletz is blocked byanearthen dam at Rivermile (RM)
4.5.The damwas ladderedin 1968 to facilitate anadromous fish
passage into the dam's impoundment, Valsetz Lake, and its tributar-
3
UMies.The North Siletz is the larger of the two streams and hasa
length of about 9.5 miles and containsmanydeep pools (7 to 15 feet)
suitable forsummer steelheadholdingareas.
Stream gradient is moderate toseverefrom the headwaters of
both forks down to RM 52 of the main Siletzasthe streams flow
through mountainous terrain.A falls, known as Siletz Falls, is
located at RM 64.5.The falls is presently impassable to anadromous
fish except viaafishway constructed in 1949.At one time it was
thought thatsome anadromous species were able to pass above the
falls at certain flows.Below RM 52 the stream gradient is low,as
the riverpasses through the pasture and farmland of the Siletz Valley.
Deep pools, 10 to 25 feet deep duringsummerlow water, and suit-
able forsummer steelhead holding areas, are scattered throughout
the length of the river.The Siletz hasarelatively lengthy tide-
water section with tidal effectspresentupto RM 23.
Above RM 52, nearly all of the watershed has been subjectedto
clearcut logging within the last50 years.Presently, logging
activity is limitedby the lack of merchantable timber.
River Flows
Flow data recordsfor the last 48yearsreveal that flows
range from lows of 46 cfs in latesummer orearly fallup towinter
floods of 32,000 cfs (U.S. GeologicalSurvey, 1970).Average
monthly flows forthe fiveyears1969-1972areshown in Table 1.
Flowsare measured by an United States Geological Survey recording
station atRM 42.6.TABLE 1.Average monthly flows (cfs) in Siletz Riverat RM 42.6,
1969-1972. La_
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
1969
3,374
2,903
1,618
1,222
694
565
388
148
241
739
1,283
2,906
1970 1971
Four-Year
1972 Average
5,385 5,572 5,795 5,031
2,686 2,154 3,379 2,780
1,269 3,615 4,090 2,648
1,161 2,053 1,861 1,574
869 633 707 726
259 464 324 403
120 305 160 243
73 135 92 112
136 392 152 230
501 688 107 509
2,416 3,027 1,061 1,947
4,058 4,735 4,407 4,027
Data tenfrom 1968-1971Water Resources Data for Oregon
published by U.S.Department of Interior-Geological Survey.
Data for October 1971 throughDecember 1972 taken fromun-
published dataand is subject to revision.
Water Temperature
Summer temperatures generallyarein the 60's butmayreach
into the lowormid-70's at times.Temperatures in the North Fork
Siletzare somewhat cooler butmay also reach into the 70's.The
lack of shade-producingstreamside vegetation due to logging
activities isno doubt a factor contributing to thewarm water
temperatures,
Fish Fauna
In additionto the summer steelhead, winter steelhead,coho
salmon, fall chinooksalmon and cutthroattrout (both residual and
sea-run varieties), Pacific lamprey, andcottidsare found in good
numbers in the Siletzsystem.A smallrun of spring chinooksalmon is present.Large numbers of largemouth bass in the 6 to 8-
inch size classare present throughout the river system during the
summer months.These fishare outmigrants from Valsetz Lake.
Most of the fall and spring chinookspawnsomewhere below
Siletz Falls (RM65).Coho salmon, winter steelhead and Pacific
lamprey spawningpopulationsaredistributed throughout the entire
system.Cutthroattrout populationsare well dispersed through the
system except in theNorth Fork Siletz.Thesea-run cutthroat
apparentlyspawn mainly below Siletz Falls (RM 65).It is suspected
that the NorthFork Siletz is the importantsummer steelhead spawning
area.
Summer steelhead, wintersteelhead, coho salmon andsea-run
cutthroat populationsare supplemented with hatchery releases.All
hatchery fishare released as smolts or at least close to the smolt-
ing stage.Table 2 presents detailson summer steelhead smolt releases.
Theaverage number of winter steelhead,coho andsea-run cutthroat
smolts releasedannually in the 5-year period(1967-1971) is shown
below:
Winter Steelhead 71,400
Coho 523,000
Sea-run Cutthroat 12,000TABLE 2.Siletz Riversummersteelhead stocking rates, estimated
angler catch and underwater resting pool counts.
Year
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
Stocking
Rate /b
Angler Resting Pool
Catch /c Counts
25,000
29,500
52,000
58,200
52,600
55,400
60,000
59,000
74,000
80,100
109,000 /a
75,000
84,000
385
221
298
358
596
1,057
486
814
465
1,406
2,526
1,136
2,568
2,291
2,877
6,810 /d
4,002 73
443
515
284
473
244
519
867
634
249
653
430
354
thIncludes 43,000hybridwinter-summer steelhead.
71-5Bulk of fish return to the river two years after release.
7 Derived from angler catch cards, not adjusted forbias.
Statistical estimates of bias for period 1962-1971 range
from -15.6% to -18.7% (Oregon Wildlife Comm., 1972).
All steelhead catches for the months of May through
Novemberwereassumed to besummersteelhead.This
assumption is not entirely correct.See Table 7 and
text of report for comments.
za.Includes hybrid winter-summer steelhead.
The winter steelheadwerereleased in the Siletz from RM 59 to
RM 24.The cohowerereleased directly into the stream from
the Fish Commission of Oregon (FCO) hatchery on the Rock Creek
system (Del Skeesick, FCO, personal communication, 1973).Rock Creek
enters the Siletz River at RM 48.The cutthroat have been liberated
at various points along the Siletz between RM 68.5 and RM 24.Nearly
all of fishwere released between mid-March and early May.The data
=Mr7onfish populations in the Siletzsystem are presented to indicate
the competition faced by native and hatcherysummersteelhead
Smolts,
HISTORY OF THE SILETZ RIVER
SUMMER STEELHEAD RUN
Background information is rather sketchy but it is thought
that thesummer run of steelhead evolved naturally due to the
impassable Siletz Fallsat RM 64.5.The theory is that the falls
were only passable at lowsummer flows and an early run of winter
steelhead became establishedabove the falls and gradually developed
the migratory characteristicsof today'ssummersteelhead (Rollie
Rousseau, Oregon Wildlife Commission, unpublished data). This
theory is supported by the existenceor former existenceof
similar barrierson otherPacific Northwest streams containing
nativeruns of summer and winter steelhead.Both Hood River
(Columbia River tributary)and Umpqua River (mid-Oregon coast
stream) systems had falls(now laddered) which could have led
to the development ofa summermigrating steelhead (Harry Wagner,
Oregon Wildlife Commission, personalcommunication, 1973),Withler
(1966) notedthat in 8 southwestern British Columbia streams
he studied, the three whichcontained both nativesummerand
wintersteelheadruns had barriers which were only passable at
lowsummer stream flaws.The Rogue River (southern Oregon coast)
has both nativesummer and winter fish but does not have a barrier
(Harry Wagner, Oregon WildlifeCommission, personal communication,
1973).Wagner suggests that the small tributaries utilizedbythe smaller race ofsummersteelhead found in the Rogue may have
provided the barrier that led to development ofsummersteelhead
in that stream.In the state of Washington most, but not all,
coastal streams with native summer steelhead populations also
have a barrierorbarriers which could limit the access of winter
steelhead (Jack D. Ayers t, Washington Department of Game, personal
communication, 1973).It appears that the "barrier theory" for
the origin ofsummersteelhead population has some support but
the evidence is not conclusive.
Other possibilities are that the summer steelheadoriginated
from an introduction of rainbow trout from Utah into Valsetz
Lake in 1931 (Oregon Wildlife Commisison, unpublished data, date
unknown).
However, there are several reports prior to 19 31 ofthe
presence of"large rainbow trout" in Siletz River (Oregon Wildlife
Commission, unpublished data, date unknown).There are also
unverified reports of the introduction of Rogue River summer
steelhead into Siletz River in the early 1920's (Oregon Wildlife
Commission, unpublished data, date unknown).
The first reported observation byan OregonWildlife Commission
(OWC) biologistwasin 19 40 and it wasn't until 19 54 that an OWC
biologist (Art Gerlach) examineda summersteelhead in hand.
Hatchery operations began in thesummer of 1956when 26 fish
were trapped at Siletz Falls and transported to RoaringRiver
Hatchery and spawned in the spring of 1957.First return of
hatchery-reared steelheadwasin 1960 and since that time thesummersteelhead population has greatly increased.Underwater
surveysin 1958 revealed only 63 steelhead in theentire North
Fork Siletz, whereas in 1966 there were 1,500steelhead counted
in onlyaportion of this system.Since 19 60 underwater counts
have been taken in 15 index resting pools on theNorth Fork Siletz
and upper portion of the main Siletz River (Table 2).
As the magnitude of the summer steelhead runincreased, so
did anglingpressure and success.In 1956 theestimated angler
catch was 385 fish but by 1971 the estimated catch hadincreased
to 6,800 fish.Table 2 presents catch estimates for the years
1956-1972.
GENERAL STUDY METHODS
Marking
Fins and maxillary boneswereclipped in a variety ofcombina-
tions to distinguish individualgroupsof hatchery fish.All but
one group of hatchery summersteelhead returning during the study
was marked with a combination of twoclips.Mark combinations
were not repeated in successive years butthere was someduplication
every two years.Hatchery winter steelhead returningduring the
study hadasingle mark only.
Design of Hatchery Releases
The history of the Siletz Riversummersteelhead stocking pro-
gramis outlined in Table 2.Allsummersteelhead smolts released
were from Siletz River stock.The brood stock was taken at theSiletz Fallstrap in late June or early July during the peak of
therun.Selectionwas based on size and apparent healthy condition.
The adult fishwere held for approximately nine months at the Oregon
Wildlife Commission's (OWC) Roaring RiverHatchery in the Willamette
Valley until theywere spawned.Mortality of the brood fish averaged
about 25 percent.Higher mortality has been observedamongthe
bright, fresh-runfish taken early in therunthanon thosefish
whichwere trapped after they had been in fresh water for a longer
period of time (Bill Wingfield,OWC, personal communication, 1973).
According to Wingfieldthe fish were not fed during the holding
period.
Fertilizedeggs were transferred to the OWC's Oak Springs
Hatchery (Deschutes River system) wherewater temperatures enabled
the young fish to reach smolt size inone year.A constant water
temperature is maintained at this hatchery.The smoltswere
usually released in late Marchor early April.Smolt size ranged
from 6.0 to 8.0 fishper pound when released.Many of the smolts
exceeded the 8-inch minimum size limit in effectonthe Siletz
River.
An unresolved problem withthe smolts is their failure tomove
rapidly out of theriver after release.Despite stocking dates
well in advance(1 1/2 to 2 months) of the generaltrout season
opening in lateMay, a sizeable number ofsummer steelhead smolts
were taken in the trout fishery eachyear.Summer steelhead smolts
madeup from 5 to 44 percent and averaged 20percent of the opening
day trout catchin the last fouryears.Winter steelhead smolts
were slightly smaller (manyare sub legal size), appeared tomove
downstream muchfaster despite laterstocking dates andwere seldomseenin anglers' catches.
Historically,summer steelhead smolts had been releasedin the
North Fork Siletzasthiswas assumed to be thespawning andrear-
ingarea of the native fish.Beginning in 1964,aportion of each
year's smoltswerereleased lower in the river system.These fish
were given a specific mark.Limited creelcensusdata in 1966 indi-
cated that these fishwere caught in greater relative numbers than
those released in the NorthFork Siletz (Rollie Rousseau, unpublished
data, 1967).Wagner (1967) also noted that winter steelhead released
near the more popular and accessible anglingareasseemed to makea
greater contribution to the creelthan fish released above or below
suchareas.Appendix Tables A-1 through A-3 present details of the
stockingprogram for the years 1966 through 1971.These include all
liberations contributing returningadults during the studyyears.
One of the main objectivesof the studywas toevaluate the
1969-1971 returnsfrom three different stocking sites and determine
the optimum stocking locations.The fish released at each stocking
sitewere given a distinguishing mark.
Siletz Falls FishwayTrap Operation
The Siletz Falls fishway islocated high in the river system at
RM 64.5 at the site ofa 30-foot impassable falls.A V-notch
weirwas placed in the second fishway step (trap step) down from
the exit. Stoplogs placedat therear of the third step improved
resting conditions inthe trap step.Fishway flowswereregulated
by a manually operated liftgate valve at the head of theupperfishway step (escape step).During extreme low river flows fishway
flows could be increased by inserting 2"x6"x40" stoplogs in
a narrow gap in theriver channel 15 yards above the fishway exit.
The stoplogswereplaced in slots formed in concrete bulkheads
on eachside of thegap.A cable was attached to eyeboltsin
each stoplog and when flows increased to the point where the stoplogs
were no longer needed the cable was attached to apickup and the
logs were pulled out.The stoplog slots and bulkheads and the
lift gate valvewereimprovements on the fishway made during 19 68-
1970 andwere funded as part of thestudy. The concrete bulkheads
and stoplogs replaceda sand bagand plywood water diversion structure
and the gate valve replacedamanually lifted plywood gate.Additional
workon thefishway performedas partof the study included some
Concrete work in the trap step to reduce injuries to trapped fish
seeking shelter in eroded holes and pockets.The above improvements
greatly facilitated the trapping procedure and resulted in safer,
less arduous working conditions and enabledus tooperate the
trap at a greater range of flows with less injury to the fish.
During the study period the trapwasoperated from May 1
until fall freshets forced its removalbecause of debris accumulation
and difficulties in regulating fishway flows.
The trapping operation proceededas follows:
(1)The lift gatewaslowered to reduce the flow down
the fishway toalevel where personnel in chest
waders could work in the ladder.(2)The fishwere captured with a fine mesh, knotless
dip net, then examinedfor marks, tallied and
released into theescape step.
(3)The lift gatewas then raised and the fish were
free tomove out of the fishway at will.
Dependingon the numbers of fish moving into the fishway, the
trap was checked periodically rangingfrom twice a day during peak
migration periodsto every 2-3 days when fishpassage waslight.
Accumulationsof fish inexcess of 75 resulted in crowded conditions
andno doubt placedsome stress on them.Leaving the fish in
the trap longer than2 days resulted ingreater chance of injury
to the fishas they tired or attempted toescape from the trap.
Mortalitywas insignificant (less thanonepercent) and usually
was associated with toomanyfish, long holding periods and high
flows.Mortalities occurred inboth the trap andescape steps.
Despitecare in handling,many fish undoubtedly were stressed
andsome injured in the holding and nettingprocess.Thepresence
of fish which hadsuffered minor injuries and later became infected
by fungus (Saprolegnia,sp.)wasobvious in the vicinity of the
fishway.Injurieswerealso sustained while jumpingat the falls
andasignificant portionof injuriessustained probably resulted
from this practice.
A repeat tagrecovery in the fishway gave notice tousthat
some fish were either swimmingorbeing swept backover thefalls
after theirrelease from thetrap.We determined that the effect
of such "repeats"on total trap countswasinsignificant.A large
number of fish (678)were marked with an opercular punch and byobserving subsequent returnsweconcluded that the number of such
repeats was less than one percent except under high flow conditions.
A limited amount ofsummersteelhead migration informationwas
obtained subsequent to the termination of normal trapping operations.
Fishpassagethrough the fishwaywasblocked off at the upper
end of the ladder byavelocity barrier.Sufficient attraction
flow remainedand after leaving the barrier in place from 24
to 48 hours the fishway poolsweresampled to determine the extent
and duration of the late fall-early wintersummersteelheadpassage.
Creel Census
An intensive creel census was conducted during the May-November
summer steelhead fishery.At least three weekdays and one weekend
daywere customarily sampled.A less intensive creel census effort
wasalso conducted during the 1971-72 and 1972-73 winter steelhead
seasons to determine the contribution of summer steelhead to the
winter fishery.All creelcensus efforts wereconductedon agenerally
nonrandom basis and generally followed anglingpressureinan attempt
to sampleas manyfishaspossible.There was some attempt to random-
ize sample days during thesummersampling period, at least between
weekdays and weekends.Time limitations did not permitus to make a
statistically valid estimateof angler success or total angler catch.
Creelcensusinformationwasobtained by road block interviews
or by talking to anglers at streamside.Volunteer catch recording
standswere set up along the road at RM 53 and just above the conflu-
ence of the North Fork Siletz and South Fork Siletz River (RM 68).Approximately 90 percent of thesummersteelhead anglers had to pass
by one of the stands after completing their angling day.A large sign
requested successful steelhead anglers to stop and recordtheir catches.
An information sheet on the summer steelhead study, photographs or
drawings showing mark combinations, recording instructions, pencils
anda"Rite in the Rain" recording sheetwereattached to each stand.
The recording sheet requested date of catch, approximate length, mark
and generalarea of the catch.The stands were set up in early July
in 1969 and 19 70 and earlyJune in 1971 and 1972.Stands were not
set up earlier because of possible vandalism from the numerous trout
anglers.The stands were removed some time in November when weather
conditions made maintenance difficult and winter steelhead began
to dominate the catches.Informational handbills describing the
need for angler cooperation in using the standswereperiodically
distributedonangler vehicles during the 1969, 1971 and 19 72
seasons,Angler cooperationwasquite good andweestimate that
close to 50 percent of the catcheswererecorded.A few anglers
voiced ojections to recording the location of the catch in that
anglers would tend to concentrate in thoseareaslisted on the
stands.We eliminated some of the objections by requesting that
instead of listing thearea of catch that anglerslist onlyan
anglingzone.Anglingzones weredefined and posted and were
broad enough (4 to 11 miles in length) that the angler's favorite
fishing holewas not revealed.A few instances of sheets being
removedor altered were experienced, but no seriousvandalism
occurred.Several anglers agreed to maintain catch logs for theirangling party in preference torecording thedata on the catch
recording stands.Additional creel census data wasobtained from
Oregon State Policeangler checks. This data was notincluded
in anglersuccess ratecalculations.
Tagging
A tagging program wasinitiated to obtain data onmigration
timing and migration rate.It was also hopedthat enough fish
could be tagged and laterrecovered to provide anestimate of total
runsize and total catch.Fish to be tagged werecaptured in a weir
type trap located a shortdistance above the head oftidewater at
RM 24.The trap was operatedin 19 70 and 1971.An attempt was
also made to obtain fish fortagging with electrofishing gear
fished from a drift boat.
The weir type trap was made ofchicken wire panels framedwith
2"x4"'s.The panels were wired or tiedto steel fence posts
driven in the gravel streambed.The trap andwing panels were
designed so that the downstream edge ofeach panel could befreed
from its supporting post to swingparallel to the currentwhen not
in use.This feature significantly reducedthe amount of mainten-
ancerequiredand prevented damage tothe trap during freshets.
The wing panels of the trap weremade of 2-inch mesh chickenwire
but the trap panels requiredone-inch mesh as steelhead and even
sea-runcutthroat were able to break throughthe 2-inch mesh,
A debris trap of 2-inch chicken wirestretched on steel posts
wasinstalled above the trap. Material for the trap costapproximately$50.The trap sitewas on a wide shallow section of the river
where shallowwater confined fishpassage to a narrowchannel.
It wasnecessary to extend the trap wings into very shallow
water to prevent the fish from moving aroundthe end of the trap.
Several steelheadwereobserved going around the end of the wings
in water scarcelydeep enough tocovertheir backs.Once in the
trap the fish heldvery well, probably due to the brush cover
over the trap area.The trap design and siteareshown diagram-
matically in Figure2.
The trapwas usually set about 5 p.m. and checked about 9
a.m. the next morning.The fishweredip-netted out of the trap
withsome difficulty and placed inawater-filled 35-gallon plastic
garbagecan containing chlorotone anethesia (2 grans per 10 gallons
of water). The fishwere then tagged with Floy spaghetti tags
usingaFloy Ft-4 applicatorneedle.The tagwasplaced through
the skin just behindthe dorsal fin and tied off withanoverhand
knot.After tagging, the fishwere placed in a wire mesh recovery
pen.Movement out of therecovery pen was at the freewill of
the fish.
Although the trapwas located adjacent to a county park,
therewere no known instances of harassmentorpoaching.In this
respect the visible locationmay have been an advantage.The
greatest problem encounteredin operating thetrap was algae
accumulation againstthe wire mesh panels.Leaves were somewhat
ofa problem during windy periods.Driftinggreenfilamentous
algae "clumps"were a constant problem.The panels had to beC
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.cleaned (scrubbed withawire brush) after each night's operation.
Two hourswererequired to clean the panels.The slightest increase
in river flow greatly increased the debris problem and would endanger
the trap.The trash rackwas of some helpbut as it plugged up
the current and debris wouldsweep aroundthe ends of the rack
and into the traparea.Operation of the trapwas atime-consuming
procedure and required 4to 5 hours per day, including cleaning
and maintenance.
The drift boat electro-fishing techniquewas notsuccessful
due to low water conductivity (40 mmhos) and clear water.Three
attempts during late June and early July captured only 2 steelhead.
Both fishwere captured during a period of turbid water conditions,
when the fish could be approached quiteclosely and water conductivity
was probably higher than normal.The electro-fishing attempts took place
between RM 42-45 and in tidewaterbetween RM 16-17.The effective
range of the equipment appeared to be 2-3 feet.Both AC and DC
currentwere tried.The apparatus used has been successful in the
Deschutes River where thewater conductivity (120 mmhos) was three
times that of theSiletz River (J. Fessler, Oregon Wildlife ComnIssion,
personal communication,1971).
Underwater Surveys
Underwater counts of 13 indexsummersteelhead holding pools
have been made since 1960.Nine of the poolsare onthe North
Fork Siletz ina stretch from RM 1.5 to just below the mouth of
Boulder Creekat RM 4.5.The other four index poolsarein theSiletz River inan area fromjust below the falls at RM 64.5 to
the confluence of the Smith and North Forksat RM 68.5.Most
of the countscan be made by 1 or 2 divers with snorkels and masks
but in several pools scubagearisnecessary.Scubagear or mask
and snorkelwereutilized in otherareas ofthe river to study
summer steelhead migration patterns and as an aid in making population
estimates.
Spawning Ground Surveys
Portions ofmost of the major tributaries of the Siletz River
above RM 45were surveyed to locate spawning summer steelhead.Spawn-
ingsurveys were made between the last week of February and the middle
of April during 1972 and 1973.Most streams were surveyed twice in
1973.Steelheadwereidentifiedas to race andorigin (hatchery
wild) by observationof hatchery marksoncaptured fishorfish found
dead in the spawning tributaries.In some cases it was possible to
identifyafin markor lack of a fin mark onfish resting in pools.
Fishwere captured using large landing nets.A twoman teamequipped
with nets couldcapture about 50 percent of the fish observed in
streamsup to 50 cfs in size.The technique that worked bestcon-
sisted ofone man placinghis net downstream of the fish in the
most obviousescape routewhilethe othermanwould place his
net above the fish andsweep toward it. A net extension handle
made of 1-inch doweling increasedthe efficiency of the nets.
In the smaller tributaries (10 cfs)one manwitha net could capture
ahighpercentage of the fish.We felt that this method of capture the fish was moreeffective
than the use of a backpack shocker due to low waterconductivity,
nomechanical problems, andease of movementalong the steep,
brushy streams. Observations did not indicate any mortalityassociated
with the netting procedure.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Siletz Falls Trap Catches
Trap counts and composition of the catch
Siletz Falls fishwaytrap counts for the 1969-72trapping seasons
areshown in Table 3.The counts varied from a low of 1,824 in 1972
to a high of 3,492 in 1971.Hatchery contribution to the trap counts
ranged from 71.6 percentto 82.8 percent.Two-salt steelhead (those
having spent two winters in salt water) madeupthe major portion of
the trap catches.Two-salt fish represented 69.3 to 91.0 percent of
the trap catches.The 1968 trapping data is not included as the 1968
trapping did not begin until June 17 andwasinterrupted several times
because ofmanpower problems.
Trapping period
The trappingseasonbeganon May1 and terminated some time
in Novemberor early Decemberdependingonwhen high water forced
removal of the trapping equipment.On occasions the trap was re-
moved during freshets whichwere expected to bebrief in duration and
then reinstalledas theflows subsided,Table 3 indicates the inter-
vals when the trapwasbriefly removed and also indicates the date
of final termination of trapping operations.
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.Estimatedsummer steelhead passage during
periods whentrap was not installed
As the trapwas notin the fishway at all times during the
period ofsummer steelhead passage, it is necessary to evaluate
the extent which knownsummersteelheadpassage overSiletz Falls
is understated bS,the trap counts.Table 4 indicates that summer
steelheadpassage is generally insignificant during the first two
weeks of Mayso that the May 1 start of trapping probably missed
very few fish.In 1972 therun was early andit is possible that
as many as 50 fishmay have passed over Siletz Falls prior to the
start of trapping.The temporary closures in 1969, 19 70 and 1972
are estimated to have missed the following numbers:200, 120 and
80, respectively.Theseare very rough estimates and are based
on trap counts directly before removal and after reinstallation
of the trap.Trap counts generally increase at high water levels
and it is unfortunatethat the trap had to be removed during these
periods,
In 1971 and1970summer steelhead counts were averaging 20 fish
a day just prior to the permanent removal of the trap in early Nov-
ember.Itappears that significant numbers of fishmay havepassed
above the falls subsequentto trap removal.A velocity barrier set
for 42 hourson November 17, 19 71 revealed thatsummer steelhead counts
were still running around 15 fishper day.It is not known how late
in theyear that such high counts continued but early December trap-
ping operationsin 1969, 1971 and1972 revealed thatsummer steel-
headpassage through the fishwaywasessentailly complete by this date.
Winter creelcensus data from below the falls also supports the1
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.above statement.Rough estimates of the number of summersteelhead
passing through the fishway subsequent to permanent removal of the
trap were 200 in 19 70 and 350 in 1971.In 1969 and 1972 when
trappingwas conducted to a later date the numberof fish missed
is probably less than 50.Although the numbers of fish missed
inour trap counts may be significant in some yearsof the study,
the roughness of such estimates dictates that only those fish
actually countedareincluded in statements, tables/ etc. in this
report unless it is specifically stated otherwise.
Rate of return to the tray from each stockinlocation
Table 5 presents rates ofreturn to the Siletz Falls trapfor
each stocking locationgroup.Despite the omissions mentioned
earlier, it isourfeeling that the trap counts include the great
bulk of thesummersteelhead escapement.Thiswas trueregardless
of whether the fishwerereleased aboveorbelow Siletz Falls.
Results of post-trapping creelcensusand fishway sampling support
this opinion.
In two (1969 and 1970) of the threeyearsunder study (1969-
71) when fishwerereturning from releases both above and below
the trap site, thegroup released below the falls at BuckCreek
(RM 59) exhibitedthe highest rate of return to Siletz Falls (Table
5).In 19 71 thegroupreleased above the falls had the highest
rate of return.The fish stocked at the Sams Creek Road Bridge
(RM 45) has consistentlyproduced the lowest rate of return to
the Siletz Falls trap.In the remainder of this report the groupsT
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.of fish will be referred toas the upperrivergroup(stocked
in the North Fork Siletzor at the mouth of the NorthForkRM
68.5);the mid-rivergroup (stocked at the mouth of Buck Creek
RM 59); and the lower rivergroup (stocked at the SamsCreek Road
Bridge-RM 45).Although the lower rivergroupexhibited the
lowest rate of return in allthree years of the 1969-71 stocking
location study, in1969 and 1970 the differences between the lower
andupper river groups' rates of return were small.Those differences
could have been accountedfor by the higher return to the fishery
shown by the lower rivergroup (Table 11).In 1971 the rate of
return of the lower rivergroup was considerably less than that
of the other twogroups.Creelcensus and trap countstoward
the end of the trapping period indicatedthat the lower river
group was late in moving past the falls andadisproportionate
number of these fishmay have moved above the falls after the
trap was removed.By September 30, 92 percent of theupperriver
group had passed through the trap but only 72 percent of the lower
rivergroup had moved that farup theriver by then.A similar
tendency toward late migrationby the lower rivergroup wasobserved
in 1969.
Weare unable to explain the inconsistency in relative rates
ofreturn of theupper river group. It would be expected that
thegroup of fish stocked above the fishway would exhibit the
highest rateof return to the fishway trap.This expectation
wasrealized only in 1971.This expectation is, ofcourse, based
on equal survival of eachgroup.There have beennoindications
-28of any factors which could have produced a differential mortality
between the threegroupsof fish.Analysis of stocking data revealed
that theupperriver fish had been slightly smaller at release
than either of the othergroups butthis condition also existed
for the 1971group(Appendix A-1 and A-2).After the relatively
poor returnsexhibited by theupperrivergroupin 19 69 and 19 70
(Table 5), the pectoral marks whichwereunique to thisgroup
of fish during the 1969-71 periodwassuspected to have resulted
inadifferential mortality.In 1968, when the fish returning
from the lower river site had a pectoral mark, incomplete trapping
data indicated that thisgroup offish hadasignificantly lower
rate of return (1 to 2.75) than the fish stocked at the up-river
sites which hadan Ad-LMmark.However, in 1971 the upper river
group,again withapectoral mark (Ad-LP) hada rateof return
exceeding that of both of the othergroupswhich had ventral marks
(Ad-LV and Ad-RV).This contradicts the suspicion that pectoral
marks havean adverse effect onsurvival.
Fish returning in 19 72 exhibitedarelatively low rate of
return to the falls (Table 5).These adults were the first returns
fromastockingprogramwhere all fishwerereleased below the
falls (RM 59 and below).This might suggest that sucha program
wasresponsible for the low rate of returnas aresult ofmany
fish remaining down riverneartheir release sites.Post-trapping
creelcensus below the falls and the lateoperation (November
30) of the fishway trap showed diminishing catches ofsummersteelhead.
This would indicatethat nearly all of the summer steelhead presentin the riverhad moved above Siletz Falls priorto the termination
of trapping.Good returns to the fishwaytrap in 1969, 19 70 and
1971 of fishreleased below the fallsalso disputes the theory
that stocking exclusivelybelow the fallswas responsible for
the lowrate of return to the fishway in1972., An important factor
in reducingthe 19 72 rate ofreturn to the trapwas the successful
1972 fishery.Most of theanglingpressure and catch occurs
below SiletzFalls.
Summer Steelhead FiOhery
General
Thesummer steelhead fishery on Siletz River has becomevery
popular.The possibility of catchingalarge, sporting, edible
fish under favorableweather conditions is appealing to most anglers.
Timing of the fishery
Summer steelheadare present in the river as early as late
March, but priorto 1973 the Siletz Riverwas closed toangling from
April 1 to lateMay.In 19 73 the riverwas left openthe entire
year with winter regulations (2 troutor steelhead12 inches in length
or over) in effect from April 1 until the opening of troutseason
in lateMay.
Most of the anglingpressure on the late May opening is directed
toward recentlystocked cutthroat trout butevery year a number of
summer steelhead are taken.From the late May opening the fishery
increasesto a peaksome time between June 15 and July 15.This
period consistentlyproduced the greatest catches and thegreatest
--30-anglingpressureduringourstudy.Althoughmore summersteelhead
were caughtduring the June 15-July 15 period, Table 6 indicates that
the highestsuccess rate(hourspersteelhead) occurred after the
first good freshet in latesummer orearly fall.Anglingpressure
is notas great atthis time, hence, the lower overall catch.Between
the earlysummerpeak and the first fall freshet there is a mid-
summer lull which is accompanied by low flows and warm waterconditions.
Summer .steelhead remain dominant in the anglers' catches through the
month of November but drop off sharply in December.Table 7 indicates
that 91.2 percent of the November steelhead catch is summer steelhead
but in December the situation is reversed with 91.8 percent being
winter steelhead.Although coho salmon, chinook salmon and sea-run
cutthroat are available beginning in early September, at least 50 per-
cent of the Siletz River catch through November 30 is summer steelhead.
Table 6 summarizes byyear and bymonthly period the angling
success rates.Anglers fishing specifically for trout were excluded
from the data.Angler type was determined by interview.Catch rates
shownarelikely to be biased upwardas thecreel census program essen-
tially followed anglingpressurerather than being a strict, randomized
census effort.Seasonalsuccess ratesvaried fromahigh of 12.9
angler hourspersteelhead in 1971 toalow of 30.9 angler hours per
steelhead in 1969.In 1971 good flows andanexcellentrun of fish
combined to produce the highsuccess rate.
Thepooranglingsuccessobserved in 1969 occurred despite
a good run of fish as indicated by Siletz Falls trap counts (Table
3).High flows and turbid water conditions duringJune of 19 69T
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.offer a partial explanation of the poor angler success but we
areunable to offeranyfurther explanation.The highest monthly
success rate was 8.1 hours per steelhead during the September
16-October 15, 1971 period.All studyyears except1969 had at
leastone monthly period where angler success was 12.0 hours per
steelheador better (Table 6).
TABLE 7.Summer Steelhead Contribution (percent) to Siletz River
Steelhead Catch During Months of November through March.
/c
Decethrnnuapj.aa March
1968-69 88.1%(59)/a :/b
1969-70100.0%(10)c
1970-71100.0%(12)c
1971-72 95.0%(40) 4.8%(104)
1972-73 86.8%(38)19.1%(21)
TOTALS 91.2%(159)/c 7.2%(125)
.
MOM
8.4%(83) 19.2%(99)
IEM
law
IMO
1.7%(173) 3.5%(86) 6.4%(16)
3.9%(256)11.9%(185) 6.4%(16)
Data shown in parentheses is the sample size.
No data available.
Novembersummersteelhead contribution biased upward tosome
extent due to lack of data from last half of the November of
1969 and 1970.
Age composition of the catch
The fishery is based primarilyontwo-salt fish.Table 8
indicates thatagecomposition of the angler catch is similar
to that of trap catches (Table 3).However, the one-salt fish
contribution to the angler catch has consistentlybeen slightly
higher than that shownby the trap catches.It may be that the
smaller one-salt fishareeasier to land,oncehooked,orthatTABLE 8.Age Composition and Origin ofSiletz River Summer
Steelhead Taken in the Sport Fishery, 1969-1972.
ORIGIN
Number of fish /a
Percent
Hatchery
Wild
Number of fish LI2
Percent
One-salt
Two-salt
Older
190 477 106 156
90.5 98.3 92.3 85.0
9.5 1.7 7.7 15.0
100.0 ITEir TU0:17 17510707-
AGE COMPOSITION
928 1,488 359 213
14.4
82.5
3.1
ITET
10.4
88.5
1.1
165876
41.5
57.4
1.1
17676
12.7
78.4
8.9
1707T
In-aitWiyairireirunissioncreisuta.ecer
Includes creelcensusinformation of Oregon WildlifeCommission
and Oregon State Police and data obtained from volunteercatch
recording stands,
they are more aggressive "biters",Wagner (1967) notedthat
winter steelhead "jacks"werecaught at a slightlyhigher rate
(61 percent) than that of older fish (55 percent).One-salt fish
rangefrom 21 to 24 inches (FL) and 3 to 4 pounds whiletwo-salt
fishaverage27 inches (FL) and 7 pounds.Fish older than two-
salt fish make a minor contribution toboth the fishery and trap
catches.
The high percentages of one-salt fish observed in the1970
angler catch (41.5 percent) and in the 19 70 trap catch (26.9 per-
cent) reflectarelativelypoor runof two-salt fish in combination
witha good return of one-salt fish.
-34-Hatchecontribution and rate of return to the fishery
Table 8 indicates the dependence of the fisheryon hatcheryfish.
The hatchery contribution ranged from 98.3 to 85.0 percent during the
study period.Trap counts (Table 3) indicateamuch lower proportion
of hatchery fish in therunwith hatchery contribution to the trap
counts ranging from 71.6 to 82.8 percent.The paucity of wild fish
in the angler catches is probably the resultof several factors.
It appears that wildsummer steelhead aresimplymoredifficult to
catch.Whether this is due toanatural wariness or a reluctance to
strikea lure or bite is unknown.The important summer steelhead
spawningareas are presumed to be high up in the river system above
Siletz Falls and above the popular anglingareas.The wild fish
apparently migrate rapidly into theupperportions of the river
system andare onlybriefly subjected to the heavy anglingpressure
experienced by hatchery fish releasedlower in the river system.
Table 9 presentsanestimated rate ofreturn to the fishery of
hatchery-rearedsummer steelhead of the 1966-1969 brood year classes.
These fishr eturned at various ages sometime during the 1968-1973
period.As utilization ofastatistically valid creelcensus pro-
gram was notpractical during thecourse of our study, an estimate of
the angling catchwas necessary.The calculation of such an estimate
is dependenton several assumptions and calculations which inherently
containsomeinaccuracies,or at best, the possibility of introduction
oferrors.With this in mind, thedata shown in Table 9 should be
regardedas rough estimates, notasprecise calculations.TABLE 9.Rate of Return to the SiletzRiver Fishery of
Four Brood Classes(1966-1969) of Hatchery-
Reared Summer Steelhead.
Year of Brood
Return/a Year
1969
1970
1971
1972
..111.--i.
1966
1967
196 8
1969
EstimateZ
Total
Year NumberAngler
StockedStockedCatch
1967
1968
1969
1970
Rate of
Return
per1000Percent
StockedReturn
59,0001,352 22.9 2.29
74,4001,993 26.8 2.68
80,1005,553 69.3 6.93
66,0002,740/b 41.5 4.1
779 7106-II;658 -------AcciT----T4a
aYear inwhichmajorifigh----wexpecIa1:471aiirri'
as two-saltfish.
/1)An estimate of 50 was used for 19 73 catches of 1969brood
three-salt fish.
The estimated angler catchwasdetermined from catch card
estimates (Table 2).The May through November steelhead catches as
shown by the catch card estimateswereassumed to represent the summer
steelhead catch.Table 7 indicates that this assumption is not
completely true in thatasmall portion of the November steelhead
catch is actually winter steelhead andaminor segment of the catches
subsequent to Novemberare actually summersteelhead catches.The
May-November catch estimateswerecorrected for bias as determined
ny the Oregon Wildlife Commission (1972).Application of the bias
correction is thought to be accurate when related to statewide
annual steelhead catchesbut this is not necessarily true when applied
to the catch fromasingle river (Oregon Wildlife Commission, 1972).
The bias correction relatesto the tendency of less successful anglers
not to return their catch cards.
Allocation of total catches to the various broodyear classes
were made on the basis of information obtained from creelcensusoperations and data obtained from the voluntary catch recording
stands.
Table 9 indicates that hatchery fishwerecaught at the average
rate of 41.6 fishper1,000 smolts stocked (4.16 percent) for the
four broodyearsin question.Therange wasfrom 22.9 to 69.3
(2.29 to 6.93 percent).The high rate of return (6.93 percent)
from the 1971run(1968 brood) is thought to be the highest since
the stockingprogrambegan.
Anglingpressuredistribution
To facilitate the analysis of creelcensusdata, the river
wasdivided into 6 sections.Althoughafew summer steelhead
are taken in tidewater, the catch is incidental to other fisheries
andno attempt was made to obtain catch data fromthisarea.A
survey of resort owners along the tidewater portion of the river
producedan annual catch estimate of less than 100 summer steelhead.
TABLE 10. Siletz River Angling Sections.
Section Description
1
2
3
4
5
6
!II..
RM 22 to RM 40 (tidewater to town of Siletz)
RM 40 to RM 49 (Siletz to Logsden)
RM 49 to RM 60 (Logsden to Sunshine Creek)
RM 60 to RM 65 (Sunshine Creek to Siletz Falls)
RM 65 to RM 69 (Siletz Falls to mouth of North Fork)
RM 68 to RM 71 (North Fork)
-.111.11--
Section 1 flows through private farmlands with littleaccess
from public roads and anglingpressure islight.The summer steel-head appear to migrate rapidly through this section and angling
successis low.Angleraccess to the streamin Section 2 is also
quite limited but public roads closely parallel the river and dopro-
vide someaccess.Anglingpressureis light, although at times the
anglingsuccess is quite high.The lower river stocking site (RM 45)
is located inthe middle of this section.When river flows are high
enough,some drift boat angling is done in both Sections 1 and 2.
The lower 4 miles of Section 3arerelatively inaccessible due to
public road locationand thepresence ofprivate farmlands.A
minor drift boat fishery,streamfiows permitting, is availableup
to this point.Above this point, the river is bordered by private
timberlands throughout itsremaining length.The upper 7 miles of
Section 3 andthe entire length of Section 5areclosely paralleled
bya rough, but passable road andaccessisverygood.The mid-river
stocking site islocated in theupper end ofSection 3 (RM 59).In
Section 4 theroad climbs out of the rivercanyon and a steephike
is requiredto gain access to most of this river section.It is in
Sections 3,4 and 5 that most of thesummersteelhead angling takes
place with theupper half of Section 3 being the most popular area.
Section 6, theNorth Fork Siletz, is closed to all angling above
RM 3.5 and isopen to fly angling only below RM 3.5 until November 1.
Anglingpressure is nominal until the fly fishing limitation is
removed.Theupper river stocking locations are located at the
extremeupper end of Section 5 and/or at various points along Section 6.
Peaksummer steelhead anglingpressureprobably occurred during
the 1971 anglingseason.Angler vehicle counts indicatedamaximumpressureof about 90 vehicles on weekend days and 30 on weekdays.
Anglingpressurewould generally be distributed as shown below:
River Section Percentage of..r2451er Vehicles
1 5 or less
2 0-20
3 50-80
4 5-30
5 5-15
6 5 or less
Anglingpressurevaried considerably with the time of the season
and location of the best angling success.Section 2 angling pressure
varied considerably fromyear to yeardependingonwhether the fish
released in that section choose to hold in the area of their release.
Angler catch by stocqp1_12Eation
One of the major objectives of the study was to determine the
stocking locations which would provide the greatest return to the
angler.Analysis of creelcensus dataduring the 1969-1971 study
years indicated that stocking location plays an importantrole in
determining the extent of the hatchery fish contribution to the
fishery.The 1969-1971years were thosein which two-salt fish
were returning from three different stocking locations.In a fishery,
as dependent on hatchery fish as the Siletz River summer steelhead
fishery is, the selection of stocking location is probably the most
important factornext to ocean survival in determining the success
of the fishery.The rate of return ratio shown in Table 11 indicates
that, consistently and significantly, in all threeyears of thestock-
ing locationstudy, the lower river releases (RM 45 and RM 59) made0
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.a greatercontribution to the fishery than did those fish released
in the traditionalupperriver release sites (North Fork,RM 0-5).
The mid-river (RM 59) release group's relative contributionto the
fishery ranged from 2.52 to 3.42 timesthat of the uprivergroup.
The low river (RM 45) group's contribution exceededthat of the
upperriver group's by 1.84to 2.84 times during the three-year study.
The low river group'scontributionwaslikely higher than indicated
on Table 11asanglers fishing in the river section where thisgroup
of fishwas released were not exposed to the voluntary catch record-
ing stations,nor was the creel census as intensive in this area.
The 1972 datashown in Table 11 is included for informativepurposes
only,asdirect comparisonsbetween 1972 and 1969-71 periodcannot be
made because all two-salt fish returningin 19 72were from releases
made at RM 59 and below.The figures in the "number caughtper1,000
stocked" columnare observed to vary considerably betweenyears
and it should be realized thatthese variances arise not only
from differences in anglingsuccess but also from differences
in creelcensusintensity.
Table 12 summarizes by riversection the catch from each of the
three stocking locationsand further substantiates the idea thatsummer
steelhead tendto be caught in thearea where they are released.
It also indicates the catch inthe various river sections is consis-
tently dominatedby fish stocked in that section.Looking at the data
in anotherway,it indicatesthat 70.6 to 89.1 percent of the
known catchof two-salt fish released in Section3 at RM 59were
caught betweenRM 48.5 and RM 64.5.However, only 8.7 to 26.8T
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.percent of the fish released at RM 45 were caught in the area
of their release and only 30.3 to 50.0 percent of the fish released
in the North Fork (RM 0 to RM 5)were caughthigh in theriver
system (above Siletz Falls, RM 64.5).The information from the
lower river andupperriver stocking sites would appear to contra-
dict the theory that the fish will tend to be caught in the area
released.The apparent contradictioncanbe nullified by considering
the following facts:
1. The number of fish caught in the lower river is
understated because of lack ofexposureof the
anglers fishing in this section to the voluntary
catch recording station and toanintensive creel
census.
2. The wateropen toangling in Sections 5 and 6 is rela-
tively short (7.5 RM's) in comparison with the
middle sections (3 and 4) of the river (16.0 RM's) and
nearly 50 percent of theopen waterisopen to fly angling
only during the bulk of thesummersteelhead angling
season.
3. The concentration of anglingpressurein Sections
3 and 4 isvery heavywhich tends to produce dis-
proportionate catches ofsummersteelhead released
in other sections of the river.
The benefits of stocking the fish lower in the river where the
anglingpressureis concentratedcanfurther be demonstrated by observ-
ing that, although the 19 72 trap countwasthe lowest of the study
period (Table 3), the anglersuccess rate(Table 6) and rate of return
to fishery (Table 9)werethe second highest.
The greater contribution of the lower river releasesover those
in the North Fork is apparently dueto the tendency of the fish tomigrate rather rapidlyupthe river to the point where theywere released.
The fish then stopor at least hesitate before moving on.Wagner
(1967)noted this type of migration behavior withrespect to winter
steelhead in the Alsea,Sandy and Wilson rivers.With the release
sites locatedwhere there is good angleraccessand suitable holding
water the fish wouldbe expected to stoporhesitate and would be sub-
jected to heavyanglingpressure.In contrast the fish released in
areas such as the North Fork release sites, whichareeither closed
completely to anglingorrestricted to fly angling only, wouldmove
rapidly past theintensive fishery in river Sections3,4 and 5.
These fish would besubject to the intensive downstreamfishery only
brieflyas they moved through thisarea and once in the North Fork
system would be subjectto no anglingpressure at all, or only very
limitedpressure from fly anglers*
While it isapparent that there isa tendency for returning
adultsummer steelhead to hesitateat their stocking site,a great
deal of variancehas been observedas to the strength of this tendency
in the fish releasedat the lower river stocking site (RM 45)*
Table 12 indicatesthat the percentage of the lower river releases
caught in Sections1 and 2 (RM 24 to RM 48.5) hasvaried from 8.7
to 26.8 percent inthe threeyears 1969-1971.
The high contributionof 26.8 occurred in 1971 andanexcellent
fisherywas present throughout the June-Novemberperiod in the vicinity
of the stocking siteat RM 45.A latesummer underwater count
of three poolsbetween RM 45 andRM 42 revealedsummer steelhead
in all threepools with thenumber of fish estimatedat 50.Templeton(1968) reportedagood fishery in Sections 1 and 2 in 1968 and
he estimated 70 percent of the hatchery fish taken were from the
lower river stocking site.No underwater counts were made in
Sections 1or 2in 1968. In contrast to 1968 and 1971, the fisheries
in the lower river in 1969 and 1970weresmall and only 8.7 and
14.0 percent, respectively, of the catch of fish released at RM
45 were caught in Sections 1and 2.In 1972 the fish released
at RM 45 did not haveanuniquemark but very few fish were taken
in Sections 1 and 2.Late summer underwater counts in the pool
at the RM 45 stocking site in 1969 and 1972 revealed 10-15 steelhead
in 1969 andnonein 1972.Therewere atleast 30 summer steelhead
present in this pool during the 1971 counts.
We are unable to offeranexplanationas towhy the fish seem
to hold in the vicinity of the lower river stocking site in some
years but not in others.An analysis of the obvious conditions and
characteristics related to the releases that madeupthe 1968.1972
runs revealed no pattern that could explain the variance in behavior.
River levels during the peaks of both upstream and downstream
migrations, timing of smolt releases, size of smolts at release and
water temperatures at time of releasewere theconditions and
characteristics considered.
The existence ofasuccessful fishery in the lower 24 miles
(RM 48.5 to RM 24) is dependenton thefish stocked in this area
to hold tosome extentwithin this section.The presence of a
successful fishery in the lower sections allows for the participation
of drift boat anglers andserves to more evenlydistribute the
anglingpressure.Estimated total catch
Table 13 indicates that the total angler catch during the
studyyears 1969-1972ranged from 1,897 to 5,605.The catch data
shown is subject to the same limitation as the data shownin
Table 9; catcheswereestimated in thesame manner.Procedures
used in calculating the duplication correctionarediscussed later
in the report.Comparison of the catch totals with the estimates
of totalrunsize shown in Table 13 indicates that in all four years
shown the fishery accounted forasignificant portion of the run.
In three of the fouryears theangling catch was in excess of 50
percent of therun.The highest percentage of the run taken by
anglerswas70 percent in 1972.
Summer steelhead angliuteshnises
As the catch data indicates, thesummersteelhead is quite
susceptible to angling.Thesummersteelhead generally appear to
be willing to strike and given thepresenceof the fish, good water
conditions, andproperpresentation of the baitorlure it is not
too difficult to hook.However, a hooked summer steelhead is a
difficult fishto land.Their tendency to jump repeatedly and make
strong, quickruns produce a more spectacular butshorter struggle
than its winter counterpart.Thesummersteelhead angler is also
usually handicapped by having lightergear toplay the fish against
than doesawinter steelhead angler.It is in finding the proper
combination to hook the fish and then having thepropertackle and
adequate skill to land the fish that produces the challenge whichT
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.makes thesummersteelhead a popular game fish.As with most types
of angling, 10 percent of the fishermen take 90 percentof the summer
steelheadonthe Siletz River.
The successful angler will try to select a dayfollowingagood
rain when the river is dropping andgreen.In heavy flaws the summer
steelhead will be found in tailouts, behind boulders and off tothe
side of the main current.Under such conditions the sametackle,
bait and luresasused in winter steelheading will producefish.
Clustereggs(salmon and steelhead roe), "okie drifters","spin-n-
glows", "corkies",spoons andspinnerscanbe used.As water
levels fall and approachmoretypical summer steelhead angling con-
ditions, the steelhead willmovehigherupin the riffle areas where
some depth and turbulence provide cover.The angler must now use
lighter line (6 to 8 pound test) and fingernail sized egg clusters,
smaller lures and the smallest "corkies" and "spin-n-glows".White
meat chunks from peeled crayfish tailsare apopular bait.Very few
anglers attempt to take the Siletz Riversummersteelhead on flies,
evenin the portion of the North Fork Siletz reserved exclusively
for this type of fishing.Under low, clear water conditions the
successful anglers willuse care inhis approach to the drift and
he will selectan overcast day or venture outearly or late in the
day when thesunis noton the water.
In mid-summer when the water has warmedupand flows are very
low the fishmoveinto the deep pools.Under these conditions they
lose their aggressive biting tendencies andare verydifficult to
induce into takingalure or bait.A few are taken bydriftinga
small piece of baiton alight (4 to 6 pound test), unweighted leaderthrough the hole.Although the clear water conditions certainly make
the fishmoredifficult to catch, we feel that the warm water tempera-
ture is the main influence in the steelhead's refusal to strike.
Observationon a groupof 200 steelhead in one pool indicated
verylittle anglingsuccess on thesefish until light rains occurring
in the first part of September caused water temperatures to cool.
River flows did not increase toanydegree yet anglers had excellent
success immediately after the rains.Some mornings 12 to 16 fish
weretaken from this pool with most anglers taking their limit of
two.
With increased flows following the first fall freshets the
steelheadmove out of the deep pools and arecaught using the same
techniques described earlier for heavier flows.
1121Lla_12raEliti_stuRlY
A limited hooking mortality studywascarried out during 19 71
and 1972.The objectivewas to evaluatemortalityonadultsummer
steelhead which had been hooked and released.Possiblecauses of
mortality to be consideredwere thatattributable directly to the
wound caused by the hook, the handling of the fish, and the delayed
mortality fromsocalled "lactic acid poisoning".The latter refers
to the build-up of toxic levels of lactic acid fromanexcessive
metabolic rate.Suchametabolic rate would be expected when the
fishwas struggling vigorously on the end of an angler'sline.We
became concerned about hooking mortality when itcame to our atten-
tion thatsome anglers werecontinuing to catch and then releasesummer steelhead after landing their legal limit of two fish.Several
instances of anglers catchingup to 8fish a day were reported and
one angler indicated that he had taken 16summersteelhead inone day.
These large catchesare only a problem when numerousfisharein the
river and angling conditionsareideal.Most observations of large
catches occurred during the 19 71 anglingseason.
We captured 39summer steelhead with standard angler gear,
tagged them with numbered, addressed Floy spaghettitags and released
them.A Floy FT-4 applicator needlewas used toinsert the tag under
the skin behind the dorsal fin.The tag endswere thentied together
withan overhand knot.
Observationswererecordedas to the apparentcondition of the
fish when released,and the location of the hook injury.Wherere-
moval of the hook would likelyresult in serious injury to the fish
the hookwas not removed.All fishweretaken on bait.With the
exception of fishhooked deeply in the gulletorgill rakers, the
hooking injury wouldbe similar to that resulting inafish hooked
on a lure or a fly.All fishwere completely played outprior to
tagging.
The 15 fish tagged in 1971were beachedprior to application of
the tag.We feel that this procedure produceda greater stress and
chance of injury thanthat produced in theprocessofanangler simply
releasinga fish.Most anglers observed releasing fish did not actually
remove the fish from the water.The 24 fish tagged in 19 72were netted
witha fine mesh dip net (to minimize scale loss) andwere notremoved
from the water duringtagging.All taggingwas done by personnel ofthe Oregon Wildlife Commission with theexception of some voluntary
assistance from two employes of the Fish Commission of Oregon.
Instructions for returning tags were posted on the volunteer
catch recording stands.In 1972 informational handouts onthe tagging
program weredistributed to anglers fishing in areas where they would
not be exposed to the information on the catchrecording stands.Tag
recoverieswere alsoexpected at the Siletz Falls fishway trap and
at the Fish Commission of Oregon trap on Little RockCreek.
Of the 39 fish tagged there were 14 recoveriesreported.For
analysispurposes thetagged fish have been separatedinto twogroups,
those tagged during the earlysummerfishery (prior to July 15) and
those tagged in the fall fishery (after September 1),The basis for
the distinction is that the earlygroup wasexposed to a period (approx-
imately 45 days) ofwarm waterconditions after tagging.Such condi-
tions could stressaninjuredorweakened fish.This group of fish
wasalso availablea longerperiod of time (approximately 60 days)
to the fishery and other sources of tag recoveries.
Table 14 summarizes by group and by year the number of fish
tagged and recovered.The small sample size precludesmaking definite
conclusions from the data and inferences drawn from this study should
be considered in this light.It is apparent that a good percentage
of fish survive the hook and release experience.A recovery rate of
35.9 percent for all fish tagged is indicated.This representsa
minimum survival rateasit is likely some tags were recovered
by anglers and not reported and some surviving fish did not migrate
above the Siletz Falls trap prior to termination of trapping.ThereTABLE 14.Tagging and RecoveryData from 19 71 -19 72 Hooking
Mortality StudyonSiletz River Summer Steelhead.
Date
7/1 to 7/11/71
6/6 to 7/12/72
9/5 to 9/29/71
9/20 to 10/31/72
GRAND TOTALS:
Number Recoveries /a
ed NumberPercent
7
6
EARLY SUMMER GROUP
1 14.3
3 50.0
FALL GROUP
3
8 5 62.5
18 5 27.8
'ft- l4 3 ;5
14 35.9
Comments
-11
Tag recovered from
angler-caught fish.
Fishwas reported
to be in poor shape.
One recovery (tag only)
from river bottom 57
days after tagging and
7 miles above point of
tagging.Fate of fish
unknown.
awith exception
recovered from
of tag discussed under comments, altags were
living fish.
is also the possibility oftag loss.All of the recoveries, except
the recovery ofaloose tag from the stream bottom, were taken from
living fish.Twelve of these recoveriescamefrom fish taken and
reported by anglers andone was taken at the FCO hatchery trap on
Little Rock Creek.Behavior of the tagged fish after releasewas
somewhat erratic.Three fishwere recovered downstream asmuch as
four and one-half miles below the point of tagging.Most were re-
covered close to the place where theyweretagged and within two
weeks of being tagged.Two fish were recaptured the day after theywere tagged in thesamedrift where they had been released.
Table 14 shows thatthe worstrecovery rate(14.3 percent)was
from the 7 fish tagged duringthe earlysummerfishery in 1971.The
one recovery from thatgroup was a fish taken 200 yards below the point
of tagging about 45 daysafter tagging.It was reported to be in
poor condition (details not specified) by the angler.Thatgroup of
fishwas beached during the tagging operation and itappears that
the rough handling alongwith thewarm waterconditions which developed
shortly after taggingmayhave resulted inpoorsurvival.It iscon-
ceivable that eithersecondary infection of fungus, Saprole5niaspp.,
due to scaleorslime lossor the stress of warm water could have
producedsome mortality in thisgroup.
Another possiblereason for the low recovery of this group is that
a relatively high proportion (3 of 7)were hooked deeplyin the gullet
or gill rakers and the hookwas not removed.Four (4) fish in other
groups were hooked inasimilarmanner.There were no recoveries from
any of the 7 fish hooked in thismanner.Other observations, however,
do not support the ideathat a deeply hooked fish has necessarily
suffereda mortal injury.Several fishwereobserved in anglers'
catchesor at the Siletz Falls trap which carried hooks in the gullet
area and they appeared to be in good condition.Roaring River Hatchery
personnel report that severalSiletz Riversummer steelhead brood fish
have carrieda hookin their gullet for the 9-month holding period
withno adverse effects (Bill Wingfield, Oregon Wildlife Commission,
personal communication,1972).Wingfield stated that the hook (material
not specified) remained intactthroughout the period.No evidence of delayedmortality due to "lacticacid poisoning"
wasobserved during the study.As mentionedearlier in this section,
it does appear thata summersteelheadcanbe releasedwith a good
chance of subsequent survival but a fishshould not benetted or removed
from the water during the hook removal process.There is some
indication thata summersteelhead may have a betterchance of
survivaluponrelease if not deeply hooked andanglers shouldavoid
the use of bait if they desire to release thefish they catch.
Evaluation of the 1922_sp±Eilarkuu11ns91
Prior to 1973 the Siletz River had been closed to angling from
April 1 to late May.Thepurposeof the closure was to protect
downstream migrants (smolts and kelts) steelhead and sea-run cutthroat.
In 1973 the closurewaslifted to enable anglers to take early run
summer steelhead.Trap counts in prior years revealed the presence
of good numbers of fish well before the late May opening (Table 4)
Winter angling regulations (limit of two steelheadortrout over
12 inches in length) remained in effect during the special open
season.Creelcensus (OregonWildlife Commission data only) for the
period of the specialseason(April 1 to May 26) indicates the follow-
ing results:
Number of
Anglers
Angler
Hours
Hours Fished per
Catch Summer Steelhead
71 323 2 StW kelts
4 Ct kelts
3 StS
5 StW kelts )
6 Ct kelts )released
187 St smolts )
107.7Anglingsuccess for summer steelhead was poor at 107.7 hoursper
steelhead.Anglingpressure was generally very low during April
althoughaperiod ofwarm,spring weather accompanied by idealwater
conditions attracteda one-daymaximum of 15 drift boats.Angling
pressure increased in May with peak daily angler useonweekends
about 20 to 25 angler vehicles.Very few kelts, either sea-run cut-
throator steelhead, were kept by anglers.More kelts were released
thanwere kept.Steelhead anglers caught and released steelhead
smolts (mostly hatchery-rearedsummersteelhead) ata rate of about
2.6 smoltsper angler.The Oregon State Police made several arrests
for failure to release the undersize smolts.Violationsweredelib-
erate insome cases and were due to ignorance of the regulations in
othercases.
The lack of anglingpressure and low success rate indicates
that the early specialseasondid not produce the desired results.
On the other handverylittle damagewas done tosmoltorkeltpopu-
lations.No attempt was made toassessthe survival of released steel-
head smolts butevenif survivalwas low the total loss of smolts was
not significant.
The 1973season was a poor one to judge the relative merits and
disadvantages of the specialseason.Unusually low water conditions
were present in April and May and probably delayed the outmigration
of steelhead smolts and themovement of adult summer steelhead in-
to the river.It also appears that the 1973runof summer steelhead
was below average.Li
/1 Creelcensus on the 1974 specialseason fishery indicated that a good run of fish
and ideal water conditionscombined to producea successful fishery from late April
through the month ofMay. The catch rate for the month ofMay varied from 7-10 angler
hoursper summer steelhead taken. Damageto smolt and kelt populationswas insignifi-
cant.The 1974 specialseason produced at leastone additional month of high quality
steelhead angling(John Fortune, OWC, unpublished data, 1974).
55-Tagging
Operation of the wire mesh weir-type trap at RM 24 resulted in
the capture and tagging of 109 adultsummersteelhead in 1970 and 30
in 1971.Bothone-and two-salt fishwere taggedwith two-salt fish
predominating.The trap was operated overnight 17 times between
June 27 and August 28, 19 70 andasimilar number of times in 19 71
between July 21 and August 21.
The lower catches in 1971 point outoneof the problems in
obtaining usable data from the tagging results.In 1971 we were un-
able to install the trap until July 21 because of high river flows.
Most of the steelheadrunhad passed the trap site and catches were
light.Even in 1970 when the trapwasinstalled on June 27, the peak
of therun had passed andonlyasmall portion of the run was repre-
sented in the sample tagged.It is conceivable that the migration
pattern of the portion of therunwhichwassubjected to our trap-
ping and taggingprogram may not betypical of the majority of the
summer steelhead.
Table 15 presents details of tagging and recoveries.There
were 55 recoveries from the 139 fish tagged.Six of the recoveries
were from fish found dead in the vicinity of the tagging site.Five
of these recoveriescame from below the trap and four were recovered
within several daysof the date tagged.The trapping mortality indi-
cated (six fish out of 139or4.3 percent) isaminimal figure and the
extent of the actual mortality is unknown.Some of the loss was due
to mortal injuries received during the dipnetting and taggingpro-
cedure while other losseswere from secondary fungusinfections,pro-T
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.bably svEaLEtalil sp., of minor external injuries.Several tagged
steelhead with fungus infections were observed at aresting pool one
mile above the tagging site. The mortality and stress placed on the
fish during the trapping and tagging probably had aneffect on some
of the data obtained from the tagging operation but theactual extent
of such effects is undetermined.
The recovery data show that only12 or 9.8 percentof the fish
tagged were taken by anglers.The data shownin Table 13indicate
thatamuch higher percentage of the runis taken by anglers.This
apparent contradiction may beexplained by theprobability that all
tagged fish taken were not reported byanglers and by thefact that
alarge proportion (39 percent) of thefish tagged wereeither wild
fishor fishfrom the upper river stockingsites.The angler catch
rate of both of these groups werequite low.There were reports of
six other tag recoveries by anglers but these arenot substantiated.
Only 29.8 percent of fish tagged, and nottaken byanglers,
migratedasfar upstream as the SiletzFalls fishway (RM64.5).
As indicated earlier in thediscussion of Siletz Falls trapcatches,
wefeel that suchamigration pattern is notrepresentative of the
entiresummersteelhead population.A high mortalityof tagged fish
or alarge number of unreported angler tagrecoveries could have
resulted in the low recovery rate atSiletz Falls.
The data in Table 15 does giveanindication, however, of a
tendency for fish stocked higher in the river to show up in greater
numbers at the Siletz Falls fishway. This is in general agreementwith
trapping data. The low recovery percentage (16%) at Siletz Fallsof the fish stocked at the middle river location (Buck Creek-RM 59)
is not what would be expected if compared with Siletz Falls trapping
data in Table 5.A large number of unreported angler tagrecoveries
could have distorted this data.The low recovery percentage (31.2
percent) of tagged wild fish does notagreewith apparent migration
habits of thisgroup offish.
We do not consider our sample size large enough to estimate
total population size in view of difficulties associated with esti-
mating angler catch, unreported angler tag recoveries, and incomplete
trap counts.The possibility of tagging mortality and of atypical
behavior related to tagging stressor thesampling of onlya small
portion of theruncould also distort population estimates.
Total Returns to the River of
Hatchery-Reared Summer Steelhead
Table 16 combines the rate of return of hatchery-reared fish to
the fishery with rate of return of these fish to the Siletz Falls
fishway trap for the broodyear classesof 1966-1969.These fish
returned primarilyastwo-salt fish in the years 1969-1972 but returns
of one-salt and three-salt fish spanned the period from 1968-1973.
The duplication correction shown in Tables 13 and 16 isnec-
essary to account for fish counted in the trap catch and again at
alater date in the fishery above the trap.The percentage of fish
caught above the Siletz Falls trapwasdetermined by analysis of
creelcensus and catch recording stand data.That percentage of
the total estimated catch provided the duplication correction.T
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.Summer steelhead caught above the falls one week after removal of
the trap were assumed to have passed over the fishway after removal
of the trap and were not considered in the duplication correction.
The difficulties in estimating total angler catch have been discussed
earlier in this report and the data shownonTable 16 must be examined
with this in mind.
Rates of return for the four brood years averaged 61.7 fish per
1,000 smolts released (6.17 percent return) and ranged from 41.3 to
100.6 (4.13 to 10.06 percent return).The highest rate of return
(10.06 percent)was fromthe 1968 brood year which returned primarily
astwo-salt fish in 1971.This is thought to beone ofthe highest,
if not the highest, rates of return since the stockingprogrambegan.
We would like to be able to pinpoint and describe what factors
orcombination of factorswere present to produce thehigh rate of
return from the 1968 brood.Unfortunately, after comparing stocking
dates, size of smolts at liberation and stocking sites,noobvious
characteristicorconditioncan besingled out.The unusually high
rate of return to the Siletz Falls fishway exhibited by the 1968
brood stocked in theupperriver isafactor, but rates of return to
the creel indicate that fish released at the other sites also returned
in unusually good numbers.As mentioned earlier, we have no explanation
for the unusually good return of the 1968 brood fish whichwere stocked
at the upper river release site.
In the absence ofany apparent changesin managementor hatchery
techniques, freshwater environmental conditions,ordifferences in
smolt quality, excellent conditions for saltwater survivalappearsto offer the only explanation for the success of the 1968 brood of
hatchery fish.However, the estimated 1971 run of wild fishwhich
would have experienced thesameoceanic conditions was not a strong
run.Most of the wild fish returning in 1971 would be from the 1967
brood.An analysis of river flow data compiled by the U.S. Geological
Survey (1967-1969) for the incubation and rearing period of the
1967 brood of wild fish providednoindication ofanyadverse freshwatAl-
conditions which could have resulted inpoorsurvival of the 1967
brood wild fish.
Thereare several factors which tend to produce adegree ofcon-
servatism in therate of return estimates shown in Table 16.Con-
siderable numbers of hatchery fishmovethrough the Siletz Falls
fishway prior toorafter the period when the trap is operating and
also during periods oftemperary trap removal.To the extent these
fishare not taken later in the fishery, total hatchery returns are
understated.Rough estimates, place the number of such fish at about
300 fishper yearduring the 1969-1972 period.
In someyearsthere isaconsiderable amount of natural fresh-
water mortality.The natural mortalitywasobserved in all of the
studyyears but was particularly heavy in 1971 when it is estimated
that at least 300summer steelhead died.To the extent that these
fish perished prior to passingoverSiletz Falls, rate of return
to the river and totalrunsizeare underestimated.It is obvious,
that whenoneconsiders the above factors along with the difficulties
associated with estimatingtotal catch and the duplication correc-
tion, therates of return shown in Table 16 should be considered as
rough estimates.LIFE HISTORY
General Life History
A typical wild adult Siletz Riversummersteelhead would be
four years ofage atthe time of entry into freshwater some time
between May-June.The fish wouldaverageabout 28 inches (FL) and
weigh 8.1 pounds (Rollie Rousseau, Oregon Wildlife Commission,
unpublished data, 1967).Rousseau's data indicated that the fish
would have spent two completeyearsin freshwater and two complete
yearsin saltwater prior to starting their upstream spawning migra-
tion.A typical hatchery fish would have only one year of freshwater
life and two completeyearsin saltwater.The hatchery fish would
be slightly smaller than the wild fish.
The wild fish wouldmoverapidly into the upper reaches of
the Siletz system, mainly the North Fork Siletz, where it would
seek out the deeper, cooler portions of the river.The upstream
movement of hatchery fish would likely be slowed by their tendency
to mill or stop in the vicinity of their smolt release site. Event-
ually most of the hatchery fish would alsomoveinto the North Fork
Siletz.It is assumed that the steelhead remain in the North Fork
Siletz until spawningsometime between January and May in the main
stream North Fork Siletz or its tributaries.As with all steelhead,
the Siletz summer steelhead do not necessarily die after spawning and
may make several spawningmigrations.Because of the long freshwater
holding period, the spawning migrationsare two years apartand few
fish makemore than twospawning migrations.Within the general
life history described above there isa greatdeal of variation.
This variation will be described insomedetail in the following
sections.Age at Date of Return
Scale analyses of wild Siletz Riversummersteelhead indicate
that 94 percent of the fish spend two years in freshwater before
migrating to thesea(Rollie Rousseau, Oregon Wildlife Commission,
unpublished data, 1967) and the remainder spent one or three years.
Table 17 presents theagecomposition at date of return for three
brood years of Siletzsummersteelhead.The data should not be
confused with those shown in Tables 3 and 8 which show agecomposition
of the fish returning in thesane year.
TABLE 17. Age at Return of Siletz River Summer Steelhead
from Three Brood Year Classes. /a
Year of
Expected
Return .61,1
Brood
Year
Percent Percent
1-salt 2-salt
Fish Fish
Percent
3-salt
Fish
1970
1971
1972
1967
1968
1969
HATCHERY FISH
15.6
11.5
10.8
3-year Average: 12.4
WILD FISH
82.0
87.3
89.2
86.5
1970 1966 27.0 73.0
1971 1967 31.8 68.2
1972 1968 26.5 73.5
3-year Average: 28.9 71.1
2.4
1.2
/c
1.8
aData obtained from ono ysis of fish trapped at
Year of two-salt return.
7aWill return in 1973 after study concluded.
ElNot determined due to size variation in older wild fish.
Older fishareincluded in 2-salt category.
SiletzFalls.Indicationsare that of thereturning hatchery fish,an average
of 12.4 percent returnedas one-salt fish, 1.8 percentreturned
as three-salt fish and the great majority (86.5 percent) returned
as two-salt fish.Among the three brood year classes of hatchery
fish under study, therange was10.8 to 15.6 percent returningas
one-salt fish.For the two broodyearsin which three-salt returns
were complete, 1.2 and 2.4 percent returned as three-salt fish.
Wild fishweremuchmorelikely to returnasone-salt fish with
an average of 28.9 percent returning after only one year at sea.
Three-salt returns of wild fishwere notmeasurable due to the
difficulty of aging these fish bysizeoncethey had spent twoor
more years in saltwater.Hatchery fish could be aged by marksas
wellas relative size.
Apparentlyvery fewSiletz Riversummersteelhead make repeat
spawning migrations.Fifteen hatchery fish from the 1967 brood class
were observed in 1972 Siletz Falls trap catches and were considered
to be on a second spawning migration.The 19 70 count at Siletz Falls
of two-salt hatchery fish from the 1967 brood classwas 1,173.This
would indicate that only 1.3percent of the fish were able to makea
second spawning migration.The assumption that the 15 fishwere
repeat spawnerswas based on the mark and large size and the fact
that one of the fishwas tagged and was observed at the Siletz Falls
trap in 1970.Scales were not taken from these fish.Tabulation
of the number of repeatspawners from other brood years was not pos-
sible becauseof the lack of complete information atone end of the
migration cycleorthe other.The observed law rate of return ofrepeat spawners is a reflection of the intensive angling mortality
to which these fisharesubjected, the difficulties inherent in the
extended freshwater spawning migration, and the fact that these fish
must survive twoyears(one in freshwater andonein saltwater) be-
tween spawning migrations.The winter steelhead spends only one year
between migrations.Withler (1966) inastudy of steelhead in south-
ernBritish Columbia coastalstreams found that fish on a repeat
spawning migrationmadeup8.7 percent of the winterrunand 5.0
percent of thesummer run.Of the seven streams included in his study
the percent of repeatspawners in the winter run ranged from 5,0 to
31.3 percent.The percentagerange of summersteelhead repeatspawners
in three study streamswas from 4,4 to 6.3 percent.The higher rate
of repeat spawning for British Columbiasummersteelhead may bea
reflection ofa presumably less intensive sport fishery.
Size of Returning Adults
The one-salt hatchery fish ranged from 19.9 to 26.0 inches
fork length (FL), averaged 22.0 inches (FL) with 93 percent of
them being under 24.0 inches (FL)(Rollie Rousseau, Oregon Wildlife
Commission, unpublished data, 1967).His data indicated that two-
salt hatchery fish ranged from 21.5 to 29.5 inches (FL), averaged
26.4 inches and 88 percentwere greater than 24.0 inches(FL),
Rousseau's studies indicated that one-salt hatchery fish weigh from
3 to 6 pounds andaverage4.3 pounds and two-salt hatchery fish
weigh from 4.5 to 9.5 poundsand average 6.6 pounds.
Three-salt fish and repeatspawners are larger and averageabout 11 to 12 pounds.Hatchery fish over 14 pounds and wild fish
over 15 pounds are rare.
Wild fishaverageslightly larger than hatchery fish.Males
of allagesand originsarelarger than females.A two-salt male
willaverage 1.0 to 1.5inches (FL) larger thanatwo-salt female.
Sex Ratio of Returning Adults
The one-salt fishareprimarily maturing males.Examination of
33 fish revealed that 30or 90.9 percent weremales.Sex was deter-
mined by internal observation except for those fish taken in the fall
when externalsexcharacteristicswereobvious.
Observationsontwo-salt hatchery fish taken at the Siletz
Falls trap and in the sport fishery revealed that females were
dominant in all butone of thefiveyears(1964-1968) in whichsex
ratioswere tabulated.Table 18 shows that male to female ratios ranged
from 1:0.96 to 1:2.92.The five-yearaverage was1:1.74 in favor of
the females.Withler (1966) observed that thesexratio of angler
caught summer steelhead in two southern British Columbia streams
favored the females 1:1.7 and 1:2.0 but attributed the difference
to the theory that female steelheadare moresusceptible to angling
than males.The basis for this theory was taken from the findings
of other researchers who comparedsexratios of trapped and angler
caught winter steelhead.In three of four years, our data (Table 18)
showsaslight tendency for femalesummersteelhead to be caught in
a greater proportion than are actually in the population.The
average for all four years indicates that there is little, if any,TABLE 18.Sex Ratio of Two-Salt Hatchery-Reared Summer Steelhead,
Siletz River, 1964-1968.
Year
1964
1965
1966
Sample Source
Siletz Falls Trap
Sport Fishery
Period Male Female
RatiooMales
Totalto Females
Siletz Falls Trap
Sport Fishery/a.
Siletz Falls Trap
Sport FisheryLa
1967Siletz Falls Trap
1968Siletz Falls Trap
Sport Fishery/b
7/1 to 7/28
6/3 to 12/3
TOTAL:
7/9-7/23
7/24-11/30
TOTAL:
6/18-7/10
5/20-7/8
TOTAL:
7/6-7/16
6/21-7/2
6/6-11/15
TOTAL:
1964-1968 Totals: Siletz FallsTrap
1964-1968 Totals: Sport Fishery
GRAND TOTALS:
Ang er Logbooks.
Oregon Wildlife Commission creelcensusdata.
71
14
85
85
30
"--115
110
8
8
106
22
-7E78
77
33
110
149
14
63
60 141
59 199
41 93
1.00 292
385 672
93 162
478 834
177 1:1.49
36 1:1.57
162 1:0.91
63 1:1.10
225 1:0.96
259 1:1.35
22 1:1.75
Tg7---Tia.38
201 1:2.35
258 1:3.37
134 1:2.27
392 :2.92
1,057
255
1:1.75
1:1.74
1,312 1:1.74
difference betweensexesin the susceptibilty of angling.
The preponderance of females inthe two-salt returns may be
partially explainedby the dominance of males (10 to 1) in the 11
to 16 percent of each broodclass that returnasone-salt fish.
Samplingerror, due to sampling onlyaportion of each year's
migration through the SiletzFalls fishway,mayofferanexplanation
for the balance ofthe female dominance.There does, however,appear
to beyears such as 1968 (male to female ratio of 1:2.92) where the
female dominance isso great that it defies an explanation.Our analysis of sex ratios dealt only with hatchery-reared fish
due to ease of aging.We assume that wild fish probably exhibit
similarsex ratioswithin each respective age group.Sex determina-
tion of the Siletz Falls trap catchwasbased on external character-
istics.Sex determination was made by trained personnel and should
be considered accurate.Classification of angler caught fish was
based primarilyoninternal examination and should also be reliable.
Estimated Magnitude of the Summer Steelhead Run
Table 13 indicated that the estimated annual run of summer
steelhead varied from approximately 4,200 to8,500 during the period
1969 through 1972.The difficulties inestimating total angler
catch and the duplication correction factor have been explained
earlier in this report.The accuracy of the population estimates
arelimited by these restrictions.
Assuming that the population estimates have not been overstated
by inaccuracies ofourcatch estimation techniques, the population
estimatesareconservative because of the incomplete trap counts and
disease mortality discussed earlier in this report.Taking into
account the above factors, it is possible that the 1971 run exceeded
9,000 fish,We feel that the 19 71 run was one of the largest, if
not the largest, in the history of the Siletz River summer steelhead
runs.
The magnitude of thesummer steelhead runsand the rates of
return of hatchery releases vary considerably from year to year.
In the absence ofanyknown significant differences in numbers andquality of smolts released andanyknown freshwater environmental
conditions which could have hadamajor effect onsurvival, it is
presumablyocean survivalwhich determines the magnitude of the
runs.
As discussed earlier in this report, we noted a tendency for
hatchery-rearedsummer steelheadsmolts to hold near their release
site forsometime rather than immediately moving downstream to the
ocean.A substantial failure by the released fish to migrate
quickly due toalack of smoltification tendencies and/or unfavor-
able water conditions could haveasignificant effectonthe survival
of the young fish.Trout anglers, natural predation and excessive
competition could takea heavytoll of these fish.We are not aware
ofany such large scale smoltification failureeffecting any of the
study years but itappears that suchconditions could occur, and in
fact may have occurred in 1973.Low flows existing at and following
the time of releasemay haveinhibited downstream migration tenden-
cies of the 1973 smolt releases.
Hatchery contribution to the total estimated population ranged
from 76.9 to 92.4 percent. The highest contribution occurred in
1971 and reflectsahigh stocking rate (Table 5)aswell asahigh
rate of return (Table 16) of the two-salt fish which formed the
bulk of therun. The low year (1969) for hatchery contribution
reflects the lower stockingrate of fish due back in that year
plusa strong run of wild fish (Table 13).
Analysis of trapcount data from the 1969-1972 trapping season
indicateda rather reliable direct relationship between the numberof one-salt fishreturninga year early and the number of two-salt
fish returninga yearlater.Table 19 presentsananalysis of this
relationship for both hatchery and wild fish.
TABLE 19.Relationship between Siletz Falls Trap Counts of
One-Salt Summer Steelhead and Trap Counts of Two-
Salt Summer Steelhead Returning in the Following
Year.
Ratio of 1-Salt
to 2-Salt Fish
One-Salt ReturnTwo-Salt ReturrEig:DaEETE:_
1969 1970
Wild 111 300 1:2.70
Hatchery 223 1,173
1970 1971
Wild 216 463 1:2.14
Hatchery 357 2,713
1971 1972
Wild 139 385 1:2.77
Hatchery 141 1,168
1972 1973
Wild 90 Unknown
Hatchery 94 Unknown
1:5.26
1:7.60
1:8.28
AVERAGE: 1:2.541:7.05
The threeyearsof data shown indicate that for eachwild
one-salt fish returningan average of 2.54wild two-salt fishre-
turned the followingyear.This relationshipwas quite consistent
during the threeyearswitha range of 2.14 to 2.77 two-salt fish
returning for each one-salt fishcounted the previousyear.An average of 7.05 two-salt hatchery fish was countedat the
Siletz Falls trap for each hatchery one-salt fish counted the pre-
viousyear.Therange of 5.26 to8.28 shows more variance for
hatchery fish.
Trap counts of one-salt fish in 19 72 indicated a very poor run
of both wild and hatchery fish could be expected in 1973 if the re-
lationship between one-salt fish and two-salt fish held true.
Limited creelcensus dataduring June and July of 1973 and
partial trap counts indicated that the 1973run oftwo-salt fish
was the poorest in at least the last six years.
Assumingnosignificant changes in hatchery culture techniques
orstocking procedures which could alter the ratio of return between
one-salt and two-salt fish, itappears that thenumber of one-salt
fish observedcan be used to forecast,withsomedegree of reli-
ability, the magnitude of the two-salt return the following year.
Upstream Migration Patterns
General
Summer steelhead begin entering the river above tidewater
(RM 23)sometime toward the end of March.The earliest documented
arrival is March 30 but thereare reportsof summer steelhead being
caught above tidewaterasearlyas themiddle of March.Time of
entry andpassage from the estuary mouth to the headof tide is
unknown.
Very little is known about the migration patterns during the
period April 1to May 1.The river has been closed to angling duringApril and most of May and the trapwas notinstalled in the Siletz
Falls fishway until May 1.In 1973 the Siletz was opened to steel-
head fishing in April and May.Creelcensusfrom this fishery indi-
cated few fishwere presentprior to late May.We feel that the 1973
creel dataare notindicative of the typical summer steelhead migration
pattern because of extremely low water levels and an apparent poor
runof fish.Trap counts in other years, and especially in 1972,
indicate that good numbers of fishwereavailable below Siletz Falls
y May 1.
Counts at the Siletz Falls traparegenerally low prior to May
15 but after that rapidly increase towardapeak some time between
late June and mid-July (Table 4).Counts then fall off rapidly as
the summerprogresses, butshowasharp increase in the early fall
following the first freshet.The decrease in passage through the
fishway definitelyappears tobe related to the existence of low
flows and high water temperatures.The sharp increase in trap counts
following the first freshet in the falloccursimmediately with the
inception of increased flows and is apparently madeupof fish that
spent the summer just downstream from the fishway.Typically,
thereare at least 100steelhead holding inaquarter-mile section
of the river below the falls during the low water period. Several
deep pools,a cooltributary stream, andanangling closure create
attractive holding conditions.Casual observations and underwater
counts ofsome of theknown holdingareasbelow Siletz Falls gave
us some idea of the number of summer steelhead spending the summer
below the fallsbut subsequent trap counts and creel census seemedto indicate that considerablymorefishwere presentin the downstream
areas than we had observed.
Between September 5 andSeptember 9, 1972,anextensive under-
watersurvey of the river below Siletz Fallswasundertaken.The
survey was made prior to the first fall freshet and duringaperiod
of minimal steelheadmovement.The entire river section from Siletz
Falls toapoint 6.5 milesdownstreamwas surveyed.Below this
point all knownor suspected holding areasweresurveyed.The latter
portion of thesurvey extended as far downstreamasEuchre Creek
(RM 24) and includedfour poolsor shortriver sections.The survey
revealed thepresence of 383 steelhead.We feelan accurate count
was obtained.
Siletz Fallstrap counts subsequent to thesurvey were478 and
the known number of steelheadtaken by anglers after thesurvey was
432.The known numberof steelhead caughtwasdetermined by creel
census and catch recording stand counts and is certainlyaminimal
figure.The indication ofa much larger late summer downstream
population ofsummer steelhead thanour survey indicated leads us to
conclude thataportion of thesummer steelhead run does not move
above tidewater untilthe early fall freshetsoccur.An angler report
of thepresence in late summer of large numbers ofsummer steelhead
in tidewaternear Roy Creek (RM 20) offerssomeverification of this
conclusion. La
Thereare very few reports ofsummer steelheadbeing caught in
tidewater.The possibilityexists that the fishwereholding above
tidewaterinan area which we did notsurvey, butin the absence of
/2 Theupper 8 miles of Siletz River tidewater (RM 16 to RM 24) was surveyed on
September 11, 1973 utilizingadrift boat, polaroid glasses in the shallowareas
and scubagear in the deeper pools. No summer steelhead were observed. A number
ofsea-run cutthroat and fall chinook jack salmonwere seen. Observationcondi-
tionswere good. -74-any reports or rumorsof such a population, we do notbelieve this
to be the case.
Temple (1968) theorized that the fish stocked at the lower
river site (RM 45) did not enter the river until late in the year.
He cites mid-summeroceancatches of summer steelhead (7 of 9 fish
reported were from the lower river release) and better condition of
lower river released fish taken in the fall fishery in the river.
As discussed earlier in this report, there is a tendency forfish
from the lower river releases to showuplater at the Siletz Falls
trap but we are unsure whether this is due to a late entryinto
freshwater or because of a tendency to hold at a stocking site located
20 miles below Siletz Falls.We noted that in 19 71 some of the late
fall run hatchery fish appeared to be in better condition (brighter)
than others but did not noticeanysignificant differences between
the different hatcherygroups.
Differences in migration pattern
with respect to origin and age
Although the general migration pattern described above can
be applied to the entirerun ofSiletz Riversummersteelhead, there
are someminor variations.Wildsummersteelhead tend to be later
migrants than hatchery fish.Bothgroupshave two distinct peaks in
their migration patternsasshown by the data in Table 4.The wild
fish do differ in the respect that the early fall peak is the highest
while the high peak of the hatchery fishoccursin early summer.
It is likely that the earlier migration pattern of the hatchery
fishnas been influenced by brood stock trapping procedures.Generally,the brood stock has been taken from the early portion ofthe run.
It is expected that migration timing isaninheritable trait in
summer steelhead (Ray Simon, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife,
personal communication, 1972).
The development of earlyreturningruns of winter steelhead and
coho salmon isanindication of the effects of early brood stock
trappingonmigration patterns of these anadromous fish.The two-salt
hatchery fish in the 1972runexhibited the earliest migration
pattern ofany group of fish returning during the study period.It
is interestingto note that these fishwere the progeny of the 1968
brood stock whichwere taken about two weeks earlier than the brood
stock of the fish returningin other studyyears.It is possible that
timing of thesummersteelhead migrationpattern, particularly that
of the hatchery fish,could be manipulated by the timing of brood
stock trapping.In 1972 and 1973, the trapping of brood stockwas
completed withthe objective of spreadingout the migration pattern
of the Siletzsummer steelhead by selectingsomeearly and late
returning fish.
One-saltsummersteelhead, both hatcheryand wild, havea later
migrationpattern than that of two-saltfish.Both creelcensus data
and Siletz Fallstrap counts indicate that one-salt fishmove into
the river aboutone month later than two-salt fish.
We have noted thepresence of a small, unique group of wild
fish whichappear at the Siletz Falls fishwaysometime in September.
These fishare distinguished by their bright, freshrunappearance
and excellent condition.Siletz Fallstrap counts indicate that the
number of such fishhas ranged from 25to 200 annually during the studyperiod. There issonespeculationas towhether these fish are late
run summersteelhead, early run winter steelhead, or the result of a
natural hybridization of the tworaces.
Rate of migration
Informationon summersteelhead migration rates is available
from a limited number of tag recoveries (49) from steelhead tagged
at RM 24 in 1971 and 1972.Tag recovery data (Table 15)indicates
an averagedaily migration rate of 1.35 miles and a range of 0.4
to 5.7 miles daily.We feel that these figures understate the
migration rate ofatypical Siletz River summer steelhead due to
anumber of factors.These fishweretagged during a period of low
flows and were subject to stress and injury during the tagging pro-
cess.Both conditions would produce a lower than normal migration
rate.The tendency of fish to stoporslow at their release site
would also distort migration rates of hatchery fish taken above
their stocking site.Finally, the tagged fish were obtained from
asmall segment of therunwhichmay nothave a migratory pattern
similar to that of the bulk of therun.The migration data shown
in Table 15 should be considered to represent minimum daily migration
rates only.
Natural Mortality of Adult Migrants
The adultsummersteelhead experienceaconsiderable degree of
mortality eachsummer asthey ascend the river.A complete count of
dead fishwas notpractical butarough estimate of the 1971 mortalitywould be 300 fish.The 1971 mortality is thought to be the most
severe ever recorded.The extent of the 1971 mortality is probably
afunction of the unusually large number ofsummersteelhead in the
river thatyear.A survey of 0.5 mile of river directly below the
falls revealedover30 dead fish in various stages of decomposition.
The concentration of dead fish in thisarea wasprobably due to the
difficulty experienced by diseased fish in passingupthe fishway,
and by weakenedordead fish drifting back over the falls.
Examination by John Fryer, Oregon State University fish path-
ologist, ofa dead summer steelhead taken fromthe Siletz River
in 19 70revealed that fish furunculosiswasthe cause of death.
This diagnosiswasconfirmed by Jerry Butler, Fish Commission of
Oregon biologist, who examined two deadsummersteelhead taken from
the Siletz River in 1971. Although deadsummersteelhead are reported
at all times of theyear,it is not until water temperatures reach
into the 60-70°Frangethat large numbers of dead fish are observed.
This observation is consistent with the furunculosis diagnosis in
that furunculosis becomes virulent at temperatures above 45°F with
the optimum temperaturerangebeing from 68-77°F (Breed, et al,
1957). Dave Heckeroth (Oregon Wildlife Commission, personal communcation,
1973) reports littleor nomortalityon theSiletzrace summersteel-
head stocked in the Wilson and Nestucca rivers.Apparently the disease
is not present in thosesystems as water temperatures are similar to
those found in the Siletz.A population of native fish in the Siletz
River is presumably the carrierof the disease but which one is unknown.
We suspect thataportion of the mortalitymay becaused bythe fungus, Saprolegnia.Numerous observations of live fish with
severefungus infections have been documented and some of the dead
fish observed had extensive external fungus growths. As this infec-
tion is usually associated with a previous injury, it is likely that
the victims are fish which have suffered injuries in jumping at Siletz
Pallsorin the holding and trapping procedures at Siletz Falls.We
have observednumerousinstances of steelhead jumping at the falls and
manyof the fishwereobserved to hit the rocks at the base of the
falls withsome degree of force.
Straying of Returning Adults
Markedsummersteelhead from the Siletz River have been reported
from a number of different river systems along the middle Oregon
Coast.These streams arelisted below:
Approximate Distance from
River Estuary Mouth to Mouth of
System SiletzEstuary
Salmon River 8 miles
Drift Creek 0
Yaquina River 22 miles
Alsea River 37 miles
Siuslaw River 68 miles
Direction
North
Siletz Estuary
South
South
South
Although Nestucca and Wilson Riversummersteelheadare marked
in thesame manner as Siletz fish, most of the fish in the above
streams with the exception of the Salmon Riverare assumed to be
Siletz fish becauseof the streams proximity to the Siletz.The
Nestucca and Wilson River estuariesare17 and 45 miles, respectively,
north of the Siletzestuary.Strays in the Salmon River could alsobe from the Nestuccaasit is only 9 miles north of the Salmon River.
In 1971 the extent of the strayingwassuch that productive
fisheries developed in the Alsea and Salmon rivers.Although catches
are reported from these systems every year,this is the only year in
whichwe heard reports of this many fish.This straying tendency has
also been observed in the Trask River whereasubstantial summer
steelheadrun hasdeveloped from strays of Siletz race summer steelhead
stocked in the Wilson River (Dave Heckeroth, Oregon Wildlife Commission,
personal communication, 1973).Wilson River enters Tillamook Bay
less thanonemile north of the Trask River mouth.
Freshwater Feeding Habits
The freshwater feeding habits ofsummersteelhead are a subject
of much debate within the angling fraternity.We conclude that the
Siletz Riversummer steelhead do notrequire food during their lengthy
stay (nearlyayear) in freshwater and rarely ingest foodevenif it
is available.The brood fish from the Siletz River are held at Roar-
ing River from late June until late Aprilorearly May without feeding
(Bill Wingfield, Oregon Wildlife Commission, personal communication,
1973).Apparently the fishareable to sustain themselves from their
high body fat levels.Internal examination ofmorethan 50 summer
steelhead caught by anglersorcaptured in the Siletz Falls trap
revealed thepresence of food in only one fish.A rather immature,
one-salt female captured in late September contained freshwater snails
in both the intestineand stomach and also hadasmall crayfish in
its stomach.A Siletz River angler also reported catching a two-saltfish with several single salmoneggsin its stomach. This fish was
taken in the vicinity ofsomespawning chinook salmon.
Kesner and Barnhart (1972) noted that fall-run (August-September)
steelhead in the Klamath River in northern California do feed to some
extent during their upstream migration.They observed that the tendency
to feed decreased with increasing size and maturity.Feeding seemed
to increase within all sizegroupsin both immature and mature fish
oncethe fish had been in freshwater forawhile.The Klamath steelhead
aresmall fish; feware as large as one-saltSiletz River summer steel-
head.Summer steelhead from the Klamath system appear to be a rather
uniquegroup offish and their behaviormaydiffer from other races
of summer steelhead.
While bait-fishing for Siletzsummersteelhead, it is common to
hook the fish in the gulletarea andit would appear that the fish
were attempting to ingest the bait.We are unable to reconcile this
trait with the virtually complete absence of food in the steelhead
stomachswe haveexamined.
We have not examined any kelt steelhead, summer or winter run,
and havenoinformationas totheir feeding habits.Sea-run cutthroat
kelts feed activelyontheir downstream migrations (tiger, 1972).
Reproduction
It has been assumed that the North Fork Siletz River is the
primary spawning grounds of thesummersteelhead.Late summer under-
water counts and poolside observations have revealed thepresence of
large numbers ofsummersteelheadashighupin the North Fork systemas RM6.0.Spawningwas expected to peak in earlyApril basedon
limited observations by RollieRousseau (Oregon Wildlife Commission,
personal communication, 1973) anddate of spawning of Siletz brood
fish held at Roaring RiverHatchery.Bill Wingfield (Oregon Wildlife
Commission, personal communication, 1973)reported that brood stock
spawning in the last fiveyears began as early asMarch 10 and tem-
inatedas late as May 14.
Spawning groundsurveys were conductedduring 19 71 and 1972
with the following objectivesin mind:
1. Determine the importantsummersteelhead spawning
areas andtiming of the peaksummersteelheadspawn-
ing activity.
2. Determine extent of competition and possibilities of
hybridization betweensummersteelhead and winter
steelhead.
3. Determinesomebasis for estimating the number of
summer steelhead which spawn below Siletz Falls.
The lasttwo objectives have becomemoresignificant in the
last fewyears with the change in stocking location from exclusively
above the fallsto exclusively below the falls.
The spawningsurveys took place between late February and mid-
April.Essentially all tributariesof the North Fork system which
could be utilized by spawningsummer steelhead were surveyed (Appendix
Table B-1).Portions of most of the tributariesbetween RM 45 and
the mouth of the North Forkat RM 68.5weresurveyed (Appendix Table
B-2).Survey efforts in this sectionwereconcentratedon those
tributaries thoughtmost likely to attractsummersteelhead. Streams
surveyed ranged in approximatesize from 8 to 75 cfs.No surveyswereconducted below RM 45 because few summer steelhead are seen
orreported below this point after the end of October.Details
of the spawningsurveys areshown in Appendix Tables B-1 and B-2.
Of the 188 fish capturedoridentified, only five (2.6 percent),
wereidentifiedas summersteelhead.Thirty-one were identified only
to the extent that they did not have the 1972summersteelhead two-
salt mark (Ad-RP).Those fishwere probablywild steelhead or hatchery
winter steelhead withan Ad mark.These fish were observed without
capture and the adipose mark could not be easilyseen.Most of the
fish identifiedaswild fish (65)wereprobably winter steelhead in
view of the low percentage (Table 3) of wild fish in thesummer
steelheadrun.Eighty-seven of the fishwereidentifiedashatchery-
reared winter steelhead.
Four of the fish identifiedas summersteelhead were observed
in the North Fork system andonein Wildcat Creek (RM 54).Observa-
tion dates ranged from March 7 to April 20.In two instances, the
summer steelhead were observed within 20 feet of marked winter steel-
head.In allcasesother steelhead, either wild or identified only
asother than hatcherysummersteelhead,were presentwithin several
hundred yards of thesummer steelhead.
The fewsummersteelhead identified out of the number of fish
observed indicates thatwe wereunsuccessful in determining the
importantsummer steelheadspawningareas orpeak spawning period.
Obvious explanations forour lack of success couldinclude:(1)
that the surveyswereconducted at thewrongtime of theyear; or
(2) that thesurveys were not madein theproperlocations.Thereis little evidence tosupport the idea that thesurveytimingwas
inerror.Survey dates bracketed and included the observed spawning
times of Siletz Riversummer steelhead brood stock held at Roaring
River Hatchery.Water temperatures at Roaring River Hatcheryare
quite similarto those of the Siletz River except that the hatchery
has coolersummer water temperatures (Bill Wingfield, Oregon Wildlife
Commission, personalcommunication, 1973).A spawning date much
earlieror later than March-April would result in large numbers of
summer steelhead kelts being available to either the late winter
steelhead fisheryor the early summer trout and summer steelhead
fishery.Fewsummer steelhead kelts have been observed in either
fishery.Studieson the Deschutes River (Middle Columbia River
tribuary) have indicated thatthesummer steelhead in that stream
spawn from January to late April with the peak being in early April
(Jim Fessler,Oregon Wildlife Commission, personal communication,
1973).Everest (1970) found that therather uniquesummer steelhead
race in the Rogue River southernOregon coast stream peaked in
spawning activityin early February.It is unfortunate that the
state of maturity ofthe fewsummer steelhead we captured was not
determined.
There issomeevidence tosupport the possibility thatour
surveys excluded the importantsummer steelhead spawning areas.
Fessler (Oregon WildlifeCommission, personal communication, 1973)
reported that 90 to 95percent of spawning of the Deschutes River
summer steelhead occurred in the main river in1973.He stated
that tributarystreams in the Deschutes Riversystem had very lowflows during the spring of 1973 and this could have resulted inan
unusual amount of main stem spawning.Tributaries of the Siletz
River and North Fork Sieltz River also had very low flows during
the 1973 survey period and it is possible that these streams were
not attractive to spawning summer steelhead.The most extensive
spawningsurveys of the North ForkSiletzweremade in 1973.Our
surveys were centered on thetributary streams and theupperreaches
of the North Fork Siletz main stem.If substantial spawning occurred
in the lower 4.5 miles of the North Fork Siletzorin the main stream
Siletz below RN 67.5,our surveyswould not have recorded suchspawn-
ing activity.However, much of this area is open to angling and
creelcensus informationdid not indicate thepresenceof large numbers
of summer steelhead in theseareasduring the February-May, 1973
period.
With regard to the second objective of the spawningsurveys, it
appears that wintersteelheadarewell distributed throughout the
entireupperSiletz River and North Fork Siletz system and it is
probable that winter andsummersteelheadareutilizing thesame
spawningareas atoverlapping times.It appears likely that competi-
tion for spawning and rearingareasexists and the possibility of
natural hybridization is present.The lack of summer steelhead seen
inany area makes it impossible to judge the magnitude of summer
steelhead spawning below Siletz Fallsorthe competition which exists
between winter andsummersteelhead in the river system below the
falls.
We were in hopethat the spawningsurveyswould providesomeclues to explain the apparent lack of natural reproduction bysummer
steelhead in the Siletz system.The originalrunof Siletz River
fish was estimated to be about 500 fish, but despitea greatlyin-
creasedrunsize due to hatchery contribution, the wildrunremains
at an estimated 650-1,000 fish (Table 13),The escapements over
Siletz Falls (Table 3) witharelatively small sport catch above the
falls should provide enough reproductive potential to at least main-
tain the escapement.Average fecundity of the Siletz River summer
steelhead is 3,800-4,200eggs per female(Bill Wingfield, Oregon Wild-
life Commission, personal communication, 1973).
The North Fork Siletz system suffers fromarelative lack of
suitable spawning habitat and, ifthe North Fork is the major spawning
area,thismay be the factor limiting natural reproduction.Inter-
specificor inter-race competition are other possible limiting factors.
The reproductive portion of Siletz Riversummersteelhead life
history remains poorlyunderstood.The North Fork Siletz system is
suspected to be the most important spawningareabutverylittle
specific data hasbeen obtained to support this assumption.
Experimental Hybridization Between
Winter and Summer Steelhead
The concurrentpresence of native summer and winter steelhead
providesapotential for natural hybridization of theseraces.The
stocking of large numbersof hatchery-reared smolts of eachrace
enhances that possibility.Itwas suspected that thelocation and
timing of spawningof the tworaces overlap.In view of the poten-
tial for natural hybridizationitwasdecided to attempt to arti-ficiallycross the two races to determine: (1) if such a crosswas
possible; and (2) the physicaland life history characteristics of
sucha cross.A limited literature search providednoindication
that sucha cross had ever been accomplished.
In the spring of 1969eggs from Siletz River summer steelhead
were fertilized withsperm from Alsea River winter steelhead.This
crosswill be referredto as the "summer female cross".Thereverse
cross was also made and it will be referred toasthe "winter female
cross".Thesummer steelhead were 4-year-old (two-salt) hatchery fish
and the winter steelheadwere 3-year-old hatchery fish. The hybridiza-
tion produced viableeggswhichwere hatched and reared to the smolt
stage at Alsea Hatchery.
Smith (1968) noted that BritishColumbiasummersteelheadyear-
lings (7.6to 45.4 fishper pound) could be distinguished from winter
steelhead yearlings ofasimilar size by relative fatcontent.Summer
steelhead had twoto four times the fat content of winter steelhead.
The fat content of bothgroups of hybrid fish as well as pure strain
Siletz Riversummer and Alsea River winter steelhead yearlingswas
analyzed by DanielB. Romey of the Fish Commission of Oregon.The
results supported Smith's observations,but indicated that the hybrid
yearlingshadeven less body fat content than winter steelhead.Details
of the fat content analysesare shown below.Race
Sample Size of Fish
Size (No. of fish/lb.) Percent Fat_
Winter Steelhead 9 6.2 3.53
Summer Steelhead 10 6.2 6.64
Summer Female Cross 8 10.0 2.88
Winter Female Cross 9 10.0 3.28
From the above analyses,one would expect thesteelhead hybrids
to more closely resemble winter steelheadthan summer steelhead.
Eachgroup of hybrid fish was givenadistinctive mark and
in the springof 1970were released in Big Rock Creek, 100 yards
above its confluence with LittleRock Creek.Liberation details
are shown in Appendix Table A-2.Big Rock Creek and Little Rock
Creek combine to form RockCreek which then flows approximately
5.5 miles beforeentering the Siletz Riverat RM 48 (Figure 1). The
Rock Creek systemwas chosen as the liberation site to minimize stray-
ing intootherareas of the Siletz River system and because of the
possibilities for trappingreturning adults provided byaweir and
trap at the Fish Commissionof Oregon (FCO) hatcheryonLittle Rock
Creek, 045 mile above the mouthof Big Rock Creek.
The earliest possiblereturns from the hybrid releaseswere
expected inthe winter of 1970-71as 18- to 19-month old winter
steelhead "jacks".Therewere no observations or reports of any of
these fish butthe creelcensus on the winter steelhead fishery that
winterwasquite limited.
The first observationsof returning hybrid fish occurred during
the first two weeksof August, 1971 when sixof these fishwere cap-
tured in the trap atRM 24 andone was caught by an angler in thesamevicinity.With the advent of the first freshet in early September
hybrid fish began appearing in the fishery, particularly in the
vicinity of the mouth of Rock Creek.Enough of these fish were
present to form an important part of the fishery through the middle
of November.After the middle of November, few "summer run" hybrids
were observed.A total of 52 were observed that were classified
as"summer run" fishon thebasis of coloration and date of observa-
tion.Table 20 provides details of hybrid observations. An analysis
of that data indicates the following:
1. The hybrids entered the river aboutoneand one-half months
later thanatypical one-saltsummersteelhead of the same
age.Hybrids observed prior to October 1 were much brighter
than normalsummer runfish observed at this time.After
October 1nobright fishwere seenindicating that few, if
any, of these fish were entering the river after October 1.
2. The summer femalecross was dominant over thewinter female
crossbya2.5 to 1 ratio in the 52 fish classified as "summer
fish".
3. The fish ranged from 22 to 25 1/2 inches (FL) and averaged
approximatelyaninch longer thanatypical one-saltsummer
steelhead.
4. Eighteen of the 23 fish,or78.3 percent, were males. This
is comparable to thesexratio of one-salt steelhead ofpure
summer stock.
5. The hybrid fish homed to the Big Rock Creek stocking site
quite accurately.Onlyseven of thefish reported were
fromareas above thevicinity of the mouth of Rock Creek.
Creelcensus data from Rock Creek indicated the presence
of good numbers of the hybrid fish.Only two hybrids were
trapped in the FCO traponLittle Rock Creek but steelhead
are able to jump the 5-foot barrier at the trap site and this
count represents onlyapartial count at best (Bill Neeley,
Fish Commission ofOregon, personal communication, 1973).T
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eEight hybridswereobserved during the winter of 1971-72
and were classifiedas"winter steelhead" basedoncoloration
and date of observation (Table 20).There were five hybrids
observed whichwe wereunable to classifyas summer run or
winterrun. These observations took place between November 11,
1971 and February 5,1972.Sources of observation of winter-run
hybridswerelimited to the operation of the FCO trap and creel
census surveys.Two hybrids were trapped at the FCO trap and six
were sampled in the sport fishery. About 300 steelhead were observed
during the 1971-72 winter creelcensus.The relatively small sample
size precludes makinganydefinite conclusions about the "winter
run" hybrid fish but with this limitation in mind the following
observationscanbe made:
1. The small number of hybrids observed does not indicate
a strong return and their contribution to the winter
steelhead fisherywasminor.
The fish averaged about 24 inches (FL)or about 3inches
shorter thanatypical winter steelhead.
3. Six of the 8 fish examinedwere from thewinter femalecross.
Thesummer female cross was dominant in the"summer run"
hybrid fish.
4. A strong homing instinctwasagain indicated; all fishwere
taken below the mouth of Rock Creek.
The bulk of hybrids returningas summer runfishwas expected
in 1972.Thatyear,itwas September 22 before the first hybrid
was observed.It was caught byananglernearRock Creek.An
additional 13 hybridswereobserved prior to the end of September.
The first observation of the two-salt hybridswas morethana
month later than the firstappearance of one-salthybrids in 1971.The fact thatwedid not operatea trap at RM24 in 1972 and the
very low river flow that existed during the latesummer and early
fall of 1972 probably explains thelate appearance of the two-
salt hybrid fish.Flows throughout thesummer of 1971were substan-
tially higher thanthose in 1972 (Table 1).The first heavy freshet
occurred in earlySeptember in 1971.The first freshet in 1972was
on September 21; one day prior to the observation of the first
hybrid.
The two-salt hybrid fishmadeanimportant contribution to
the fishery. They madeup28 percent of the steelhead catch sampled
during the periodof September 15 to November 30.Peak catches
were recorded the weekend of November 10, 11 when 15 of 18 fish
sampledwere hybrids. The hybrid fishwere very wellreceived by
the In the nearly complete absence ofanysalmon fishery
in the fallof 1972, they filleda largevoid in the fishery between
the last goodsummer steelhead angling in September and theappearance
of winter steelhead in mid-December.Hybrid fish continued toappear
in the fishery intothe first week in December when adversewater
and weather conditions virtuallyeliminated the remaining December
fishery.Only six hybrid fishwere reported subsequent to December.
A few of the fish observed inlate November and early December
appeared to be bright,fresh-runfish and could be classedas"winter
steelhead".Thesewere the only such fish observed during the 19 72-
1973 winterseason.About 250 other steelheadwere observedduring
creelcensus operations that winter.It was difficult to classify
the 1972 two-salt hybridreturnsas"summer"or"winter" fish,asthere did notappear tobeanydistinguishing break in their migra-
tion patterns.However, it was not expected that a large number of
hybrids wouldreturn as "winter fish" during the 1972-73 winter
season even if the winter steelhead behavior pattern had been dominant.
The hybrid fish would have been fouryearsold at that time and
typical winter steelhead hatchery fishareonly threeyears old.
Small numbers of the hybrid fish (average oftwo per day) were
observed in the SiletzFalls trap catches through the month of
November.The trapwas removed on November 30.A post-trapping
sample taken from the fishwayon January 4, 1973, took 48winter steel-
head butnohybridswere observed.
Low flows delayed coho trapping operations at the FCO hatchery
onLittle Rock Creek until late November.Hybrid steelhead began
entering thetrap immediately and peak catches were recorded in
the latter part of December.Small numbers of hybrid fishwere
still enteringthe trap up to January 3 when low water virtually
halted all fishpassage.Trapping operationswereterminatedon
January 25 withoutanysignificant increase in flowsorfishpassage.
Hybrid fish dominated the steelheadcatches at the Little Rock
Creek trap, 56 hybrids, 3summer steelhead and 14 winter steelhead
were taken.This trap is not 100 percent effective because steelhead
areable to jump the 5-foot barrierdam.
Table 21 provides timeand location detailsonthe two-salt
hybrid fish observed during the periodApril 1, 19 72 to March 31,
1973.T
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3From this information the following observations can be made:
(1)The hybrid fish first appeared in the river approximately
three months later than typical two-salt summer steelhead.
Peakappearancein the fishery centered around the mouth
of Rock Creek (RM 48) and occurred in early November.Low
flows existing during the latesummerand early fall may
have delayed theappearance of thehybrid fish.
(2)Hybrid fish tended to be much brighter and in better body
condition thansummersteelhead found in the river at the
time of the hybrid observations.Visual observations of
gonad condition indicated that the hybrid fish were more
mature thansummersteelhead taken from the river at the
same time.
(3)Thesummerfemalecrossagain appeared in the greatest
numbers witharatio of 1.3 to 1overthe winter female
cross.This isa much more equalratio than the 2.7 to 1
dominance indicated in one-salt returns of the previous
year.
(4)Size ranged from 29.0 to 33.5 inches (FL) for males and
26.5 to 31.5 inches (FL) for females.Average fork lengths
were 30.4 and 29.1 inches, respectively.Fish from both
crosses were equal in size.Table 22 compares the fork
length of both hybridcrosseswith that of hatchery summer
steelhead and indicates that the hybrid fish averaged 2 to
3 inches longer.
Onlya fewfishwereweighed but the hybrid fish were
deep bodied andwereestimated toaverage2 to 3 pounds
heavier thanaprimesummersteelhead.
(5)A high proportion of bothcrosses werefemales.Observa-
tions of 62 fish from thesummerfemale cross indicated
that females outnumbered males bya3.1 to 1 ratio.Thirty-
nine fish from the winter femalecrosshad a 2.9 to 1 ratio
of female dominance.The fish examined were taken in the
sport fishery and at the Siletz Falls trap.Table 18 reveals
that the two-saltsummer steelhead runis also dominated by
females witha 2.92 to 1ratio being the highest observed
over a 5-year period.The rather high female to male sex
ratio observed for hybrid fish could possibly be the result
of the goodrun of maledominated one-salt fish in 1971.The
hybridization could also have resulted in distortion of
normalsexratios.Simon and Noble (1968) noted some distortion
insex ratios when two species of Pacific salmon, Oncorhynchus,
sp., were crossed.TABLE 22.Length Measurements of Two-SaltWinter-Summer Hybrid
Steelhead from the SiletzRiver with Comparative
Measurements from SiletzRiver Summer Steelhead.
411M1p.-
Summer Female/
Winter Male Cross
Male
Female
Winter Female/
Summer Male Cross
Male
Female
Average
Saruple Fork
Size Length
8
18
5
21
30.7
28.5
30.0
29.7
Range
29.0-33.5
26.5-30.5
29.5-31.0
27.5-31.5
Hatchery Summer
Steelhead /a
Male 9 28.0 27.0-30.5
Female 9 26.5 25.0-28.0
7i----5776=iarcRiETaiiiBetween Septe-WiFITaria-156cem
(6)The two-salt fish exhibited a greaterinclination to stray
above the Rock Creek stocking site than did theone-salt
fish.Significant numbers (53) of hybrids were trapped at
Siletz Falls (RM 65) and 15 fish were taken by anglerswell
above the mouth of Rock Creek.Thirty-six percent of all
observationswereupriver from the stocking site compared
to only 13 percent the previous year.The low flowswhich
persisted in Rock Creek until late November no doubt had con-
siderable influenceon the apparentincrease in straying.
Operation of the Siletz Falls trap until November 30 also
increased the number of upriver observations; 48 of the 53
hybrid observations occurred after November 3, the date of
the trapwasremoved in 1971.
(7)The size,appearance(brightness) and migration timing
of the hybrid fish closely resembles that of a small group
(25-200 fish) of wild steelhead thatareobserved in the
Siletz River eachyear in thelatesummerand early fall.
These fish will be hereafter referred to as "wild x's"in
this report.A very limited number of observations on
the gonad maturity of the wild x's indicates a degree of
maturity similar to that of hybrid gonads.The possibility exists that the wild x'sarethe result ofa
natural hybridization of winter andsummersteelhead.Smith (1969)
inastudy of winter andsummersteelhead from southwestern British
Columbia streams concluded thateven when the two races were on the
samespawning groundsat the same time very little, if any, natural
hybridization occurred.He had observed consistent differences in,
mean vertebrae counts and fat content between winter and summer steel-
head and based his conclusionon the lack ofintermediate measurements
of these two characteristics in steelhead found in his studystreams.
Smith attributed the lack of natural hybridizationto the ability of
bothraces to segregate themselves based on visual recognition of
differences in spawning coloration.He noted that spawning summer
steelhead exhibiteda greaterdegree of spawning coloration andmor-
phological changes than did spawning winter steelhead.We did not
note any obvious differences in either colorationormorphology be-
tween maturesummer andwinter steelhead from the Siletz River.Our
observations of maturesummer steelhead was limited to only a few
fish.Bill Wingfield, Oregon Wildlife Commission HatcheryManager,
(personal communication, 1973)reported that winter steelhead from
Oregon streams exhibita greater degree ofspawning coloration than
did Siletz Riversummersteelhead.
Alimited number of otolithswas takefrom Siletz River hatchery
summer steelhead, hatchery winter steelhead, wild x's and hatchery
hybrids in hopes thatthe origin of the wild x's could be determined
using the otolith examinationtechniques described by McKern (1971).However, it was later determined thatalarge sample size (at least
100) of eachgroup offish would have to be obtained to producea
meaningful comparisonas thereissome overlapin otolith measurements
between individual fish of eachrace(Dr. Howard Horton, Oregon State
University, personal communication, 1973).It appears that the
vertebrae counting technique utilized by Smith (1969) could have
some value in determining the origin of the wild x's.
Chromosome analysis of two adultsummersteelhead from the
Siletz River revealeda count of 58 compared to a countof 60 for
Alsea River winter steelhead (Dr. Jack McIntyre, Oregon State Uni-
versity, personal communication, 1973).Winter steelhead stocked
in the Siletz Riverare from Alsea River stock as were the winter
steelhead used in the hybridization experiment.McIntyre feels that
examination ofmore Siletz River summer steelhead is necessary to con-
firm the 58 count but he noted thatsummer steelheadfrom the Deschutes
and Clearwater rivers (Columbia Riversystem streams) also had chromo-
some counts of 58.The difference in chromosome countscauses
McIntyre to speculateas tothe possibility of the hybrid fish being
sterile.Simon and Noble (1968) found thatthe F
1generation ofa
cross between two species of Pacific salmon, Oncornchus,sp. pro-
duced viableeggsin backcross matings with both species and in matings
between theF
1
generation fish.
It should be remembered thatourobservations and conclusions
are based on only a single year's production of hybrid fish.Defi-
nite conclusionsas to the behavior of winter-summer steelhead
hybrids cannotbe made until observationsonfuture hybrid experimentsareavailalbe.At present there are no definite plans to repeat the
hybridization experiment with the Siletz River summer steelhead.
SUMMARY
Studieswere conducted on summersteelhead in the Siletz River
during the period 1968 through 1973.The Siletz River is the only
short Oregon coastal stream withanativerunof summer steelhead.
The run has greatly increased since the inception of a stocking pro-
gramin 1959.Basic objectives of the study were to determine manage-
ment techniques providing the optimum utilization of hatchery-reared
fish and to obtain life history information.
Estimated Run Size
Trap counts and angler catch estimates indicate that the annual
runofsummersteelhead varied from about 4,100 to 8,500 fish in
the four years for which we have complete data.The estimates are
not statistically valid and may be subject to error but are more
likely to be conservative than excessive.The contribution of
hatchery fish ranged from 76.9 to 92.4 percent during the four years.
The wide variance in annualrunsize reflect different stocking rates
to some degree but ocean survival apparently is the main regulator.
Rate of Return of Hatchery-Reared Fish
Summer steelhead returning during the study period were from
annual releases of 60,000 to 80,000 one-year-old smolts averaging6.0 to 7.5 to the pound.Estimated rates of return ranged from 4.13
to 10.06 percent and averaged 6.17 percent.The estimates are subject
to the sane limitationsas for the population estimates, butagain
areprobablyonthe conservative side.
The Sport Fishery
A popular sport fishery has developedonthe summer steelhead
in the Siletz River.Annual catch estimates have ranged from 1,000
to 5,600 fish during the last 8years.The catch of 5,600 is the
largestever recorded.Anglers takeasignificant portion of therun
and in recentyears the sport catch has usually beeninexcess of
50 percent of the totalrun.
The peak anglingpressure occurs sometime between June 15 and
July 15 with the highest anglersuccess comingduring this period
and again in the fall following the first freshet.Low, warm water
conditions produceamid-summer lull in the fishery.Seasonal angling
success rates ranged from 12.8 hours to 32.4 hours per steelhead with-
in the study period.The catch rate during peak angling periods is
usually less than 20 hoursper steelhead.
Hatchery Contribution to the Creel
Hatchery fish madeup adisproportionately high percentage of the
angler catch.The sport catch consisted of 85.0 to 98.3 percent hatchery
fish during the fouryears of the study.Wild fish apparently makea
relatively low contributionto the catch because of their migration
pattern anda natural wariness.Influence of Stocking Location
onReturn to the Fishery
A significantly better return to the angler was obtained from
smolts released inareaswhich providedeasyangler access and
had suitable holding water.Fish which had been released in the
popularanglingareas weretaken in the sport fishery at a rate
of 2.5 to 3.4 times greater than that of the fish released high in
the river system.In the upstreamareas,availability to the angler
waslimited bygearrestrictions (fly fishing only duringsummer
seasonin the North Fork Siletz) and distance from population centers.
Fish stocked downstream from the popular fishingareascontributed
to the sport fishery ata rate of 1.8 to2.8 times that of the smolts
released high in the river system. These resultswereconsistent
overthe threeyearsin which influence of stocking location was
studied.The fish stocked beloworin the popular angling areas
stop, or at least hesitate, at their stocking location and are subjected
to intensive angling pressure; whereas, the fish stocked above the
fisherymoverapidlyup totheir stocking site andareexposed only
brieflyto the intensive fishery.
Age Composition
Hatchery fisharereared to smolt size in oneyear,while most of
the wild smolts have spent twoyearsin freshwater.Generally, both
hatchery and wild fish spend twoyearsin saltwater (two-salt fish).
About 12 percent of the hatchery fish and 29 percent of the wild
fish return after onlyone yearin saltwater (one-salt fish).Less
than 3 percent of the fish spend threeyearsin salt water.Size
Two-salt fishaverage 26 to 27inches (FL) and weigh about 7
pounds.One-salt fishaverage 22inches and weight about 4 pounds.
Older fisharelarger but fish inexcessof 14 pounds are rare.
Sex Composition
Summer steelhead spending onlyone yearin saltwater are about
90 percent mature males.Sixty-four percent of the two-salt age
class were females.
Migration Pattern
Summer steelhead begin entering the river above tidewater in
late March.The peak of the migrationoccurssometime in June and
upstream movement is essentially complete by the end of November.
Thereappears to be a sizeable segment of the run which does not
moveabovetidewater until the first fall freshet.Wild fishare
asomewhat later migrant than hatchery fishand their peak movement
occurs after the first fall freshet.The one-salt migration pattern
is aboutone month later than that of two-salt fish.
Mortality
The returning adults suffer large losses from disease.Furunculosis
and the fungusLa2.012M111sp. areresponsible for most of the mortality
Losses are usually associated with warming water temperatures.Fungus
infectionsare probably related to injuries suffered at Siletz Falls,Straying
Summer steelhead with Siletz Rivermarks have been observed in
a number of Oregon coastal streams.In years of good returns the
extent of strayingwas such that productive summer steelhead fisheries
developedon two adjacent streams, the Alsea and Salmon rivers.
Feeding
The returning adults donot require food during their 9 to 12
month stay in freshwater.Food itemswerefound in onlyone out of
more than 50 stomachs examined.The fish apparently subsistonhigh
level of body fatreserveswhicharecharacteristic ofsummer steel-
head.
Reproduction
We were not successful in documenting major spawningareas or
the peak spawning period despiteconsiderable effort to doso.
Presumably the majorspawningareas are in the upper reaches of the
Siletz Riversystem.
Spawning of brood fish takenfrom the Siletz River in late June
and early July takes place betweenlate March and early May.We
assume that the bulk of the natural spawning alsooccurs during
this period.Fecundity of the larger two-salt fish selected for brood
fish is about 4,200eggs per female.
The number of wild fish intherun has remainedrelatively stable
despitea large escapement resulting from the hatchery releases.The
limiting factorsmay be the lack of suitable spawning substrate in theupper reaches ofthe Siletz systemorexcessive inter-race or inter-
specific competition.
Experimental Hybridization of Sumner and Winter Steelhead
The assumption that the spawning times and spawning areas of
winter andsummer steelhead overlap to some extentled to speculation
about the possibility of natural crossing between the two races.
Winter steelhead from the Alsea Riverwerecrossed with summer
steelhead from the Siletz River to determine:(1) if sucha cross was
possible; and (2) ifso,whatwere thephysical and life history
characteristics of theprogeny.Viable offspringwereproduced and
released in the Siletz Riverasone-year-old smolts.The hybrid fish
returned in good numbersas a fall runfish somewhat intermediate
between the migration patterns of the two parent stocks.The cross
involvinga summer steelhead female and a winter steelhead male
apparently returned in greater numbers than did the oppositecross.
Both one- and two-salt fishwerelarger thansummersteelhead ofa
similarage butthis could beareflection ofa1- to 3-month longer
saltwater feeding period rather than beingadirect benefit of the
hybridization.A high percentage (75 percent) of the two-salt fish
were females.
The hybrid fish madeanimprotant contribution to the fall
fishery bothasone-salt and two-salt fish.These fish had some
behavioral characteristics which resembled thoseof a small group
of fall-run, wild steelhead found in the Siletz River.This
resemblence suggests the possibilitythat the wild fish are theresult of a natural hybridization.The ability of the hybrid fish to
produce viable offspring is unknown.It is hoped that this can be
documented in thenearfuture.
MCOMPMNDATIONS
General
The Siletz River isone of thefew streams on the Oregon Coast
providingasuccessfulsummerstelehead fishery.Apparently summer
steelhead and other anadromous species are presently utilizing the
river system withnoobvious interracialorinterspecific problems.
If such problems should become apparent, we feel that the river
should be managed primarily for the summer steelhead fishery because
of its uniqueness.
The fishery is presently of high quality, featuring large fish,
caught under pleasant conditions in a relatively scenic area offering
somedegree of solitude.The primary danger to the quality of the
fishery is the loss of solitude due to increased anglingpressure.We
caution againstprogramswhich mightencouragegreatly increased
anglingpressure.Examples of suchprogramswould include excessive
stocking (troutor summersteelhead),accessroad improvement, estab-
lishment of parks in presently undevelopedareasand widespread publicity.
Management
Smolt quality
We have noted problems associated with the failure of hatchery-
rearedsummer steelhead smolts to move rapidly out of the river systemafter release,They are subjected to an extensive trout fishery
and their presence createsa potential fordetrimental effects from
excessive intra- and interspecific competition.Only groups of
fish containingahigh percentage in smolt condition should be
released.The practice of rearing the smolts in a constant water
temperature, as opposed to the more natural fluctuating water temp-
erature regime, should be evaluated.Releases should be as early
in the spring (late March-mid-April)aspossible to take advantage
of higher stream flows and to reduce mortality from trout anglers.
Smolt quality, however, remainsa primary consideration.
Stocking ,location
Theprogram of stocking all fish below RM 59 should becon-
tinued withthe exception ofsome releases in the vicinity of Elk
Creek (RM 63.5).The Elk Creek section is presentlya popular
summer steelhead anglingarea and contains excellent holding water
with good angleraccess.A list of possible stocking sites is shown
below:
Stocking Site RM
Mouth of Elk Creek 63.5
Mouth of Buck Creek 59.0
Steel Bridge 57.0
Wildcat Creek Bridge 54.0
Moonshine Park 53.0
Logs den 48.5
Big Rock Creek Bridge (RockCr. RM 5.0) 48.0
Sams Creek Road Bridge 45.0
Upper Siletz Boat Ramp 41.0
Utilizationof asmany of these sites as is practical would
serve to disburse the anglingpressure.The lower five sites couldpossibly enhance the earlyseason drift boatfishery.The Big Rock
Creek site is includedas an attempt to getthe fish to hold in
this portion of the river.Hybrid fish released at this site were
observed to honeverystrongly to thearea near themouth of Rock
Creek.Fish released at RM 45 have been inconsistent in their
tendency to hold in that portion of the river and it would be desir-
able to establishadependable fishery in this section of the river.
Rock Creek isopen to angling and is also utilized bywinter steel-
head and coho salmon.Summer steelhead would not be able to enter
Rock Creek prior to late fall freshets and these fish would be
expected to contribute to the fishery mainly in the Siletz River
in the vicinity of the mouth of Rock Creek.
Brood stock selection
Itappears that the timing of the summer steelhead run may be
influenced by the timing of brood stock selection.We would like
to see the brood stock selectionprogramdesigned to develop an
earlierrun of fish or at least develop a portion of the run as
early migrating fish.At present the fishery is concentrated in the
period from mid-Juneto mid-July.A run of fish that appeared in
good numbersas early asApril but yet still provided anglingoppor-
tunities through mid-Julywould have the following advantages:(1)
anglingpressure could be dispersed over a longer period oftime;
(2)an April or May fishery would provide angling opportunities
at a time when relatively few other such opportunitiesareavailable
along the coast;(3) angling conditions (river flow and water temp-eratures) are usually at their best duringthe months ofApril, May
and June;(4) the earlier fishery would allowthe participationof
the drift boater who usually finds the rivertoo low bymid-June.The
above advantages are contingent on the riverremaining open to angling
in April and Mayasit was in 1973,
Disadvantages of the earlierruncould be: (1) adispersal of
the run over a longer period of time without anincrease in the stock-
ing rate could reduce the angling success rate (hours persteelhead);
(2) the development ofanintensive drift boat fisherycould reduce
bank angling opportunities above the boat fishery.We feel that
the advantages substantially outweigh the disadvantages.
The influence of the timing of brood stockselection on the
migration timing of their offspring has been demonstratedwith winter
steelhead and coho salmon.It is true that these twospecies are
rapidly maturing at the time of their entry into freshwaterand it
may bethat the early maturity is exclusively theinheritable trait.
The summer steelhead's date of entry into freshwaterand date of
spawningare not closely relatedand it is possible thatmigration
timing cannot be influenced by timing of brood stock selection.We
have seen some evidence that suggests there is aninfluence and we
feel that development of an early run of summer steelhead maybe
possible.Ray Simon, fish geneticist for the Bureauof Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife, (personal communication, 1972) recommends that the progeny
of early run brood fish be given a specific mark.The marked fish which.
subsequently return as earlyrunfish would then be selected as brood
stock.Thesame procedure repeated overseveral generations should
produce fish withadefinite early migraton pattern.It may also be possible through timing of brood stock selection
to develop arun of summer steelheadwhich returnas fresh run fish
in the fall.The present fallsummersteelhead fishery is based
onfish which havespent a considerable amount of time in freshwater.
Such fish, while still of good quality, have lostsomeweight, vigor
and flesh quality during their freshwater residence andare generally
inferior toafresh-run fish.Development of a fall run of steelhead
has much thesameadvantagesasthe development ofanearlyrun
of fish with the exception that thereare morecompeting outdoor
recreational opportunities along the coast in the fall of theyear.
The fall steelheadfishery would complement thesea-run cutthroat
and salmon fisheries and inyears of poor salmonangling, would
be the dominant fishery.
Itmay be difficult to obtain brood stock for the development
ofafall fisheryasonlyafew fresh-run fall fishareavailable.
The fresh-run fall fisharethe "wild x' s" discussed earlier in
this report. The possibilityexists that these fisharethe result
ofa natural hybridization of winter and summer steelhead.It is
not known whetherahybrid winter-summer steelheadcan produce viable
offspring.
Stocking rate
Over the last eightyears (1966-1973) between 60,000 and 109,000
summer steelhead smolts have been released in the Siletz system.
Rates of returnvary a great deal from year to year and as a result
it is difficultto pinpoint an ideal stocking rate.While somewhatarbitrary and certainly open to disagreement, acatch rate approaching
15 hours per steelhead appears to be a reasonablegoal in the manage-
ment of the Siletz River summer steelheadfishery.
Twice (1971 and 1972) during the study period, angler success
rates (Table 6) exceeded or approached the 15 hours persteelhead
goal. These anglersuccess rates wereproduced from releases of
80,000 (1971) and 109,000 (1972) smolts.A stocking programwhich
producesa success ratemuch poorer than 15 hours persteelhead
allows onlyafew of the more skilled anglers to participate success-
fully and the river system is under utilized.On the other hand,
astocking rate which consistently produced a higher success rate
thah that observed in 1971 (12.8 hours per steelhead) wouldlikely
lead toalarge increase in angling pressure with a corresponding
reduction in the quality of the angling experience.Increasing
anglingpressurein the longruncould conceivably reduce the catch
rate belowasatisfactory level regardless of the stocking rate.
Anglingpressure wasquite heavy in 1971 and in some areas probably
limited the quality of the experience for at leastaportion of
the anglers.
Attempting to recognizesomeof the abstract and subjective
concepts which need to be considered in the management of the fishery,
wewould recommend that the stocking rate be maintained at a level
which would produceaseasonal angling success rate of about 15
hoursper steelhead.In thecase ofthe Siletz this would mean
between 80,000 and 100,000 high quality smolts andweemphasize
the use of high quality smolts.Use of pectoral marks
Our data indicates that theuse ofpectoral marksmayhave
an adverse effect on survival when compared to maxillaryor ventral
fin removal.Although the evidence against the pectoral markwas
not conclusive,wefeel the pectoral mark should not be utilized
for steelhead unless additionalevidence indicates that these marks
do not, in fact,result ina lower survival rate than other available
marks.
yecial springseason
We recommend that the special springseason(April and May)
be continued indefinitely unlessfuture data indicates that the
season is detrimental tosea-run cutthroat and steelhead smolt and
keltpopulations.The purpose of theseason was to harvest early
run summer steelhead.Few steelheadwere takenin the initial 1973
specialseason but low flows anda poor runof steelhead made 1973
anatypicalyear.Damage to sea-run cutthroat and steelhead smolt
and kelt populationswasminimal.
l!y_bridLH1E5211-aummer steelhead
Thereare still a great many unknowns regarding the behavior
of the hybrid steelhead.Our observationsarebasedon the returns
from onlyasingle brood class,to support definite conclusions
regardingthe behavior of these fishwewould need information
obtained from severalbrood classes.The reproductive capabilities
of the fishare unknown.It is possible that the hybridization
could result ingenedistortion and the release of such hybridscould havea detrimental effect on existing gene pools.
We suggest that theanswers to these unknownsbe the object
ofa future hybridization experiment.If no problems are encountered,
we would then recommend that the stocking of hybrid steelhead in
selected Oregoncoastal streams be considered.Our observations
have indicatedthat the hybrid fish returned in the fall of the
year in good numbersas alarge, high quality fish.The merits
of havinga fall run of steelhead have been discussed previously
and the hybridswerevery well received by the Siletz River anglers.
Streams selected for hybrid release wouldnot have to be limited
to those streams suitableforsummer steelhead as waterconditions
(flow and temperature)are generally good in most coastal streams
following the firstearly fall freshet.Assuming that the observed
fall migration pattern of hybridsis typical of these fish,a fall
run of steelhead could be developed quite rapidly.If brood stock
selection isattempted to developafallrun,it would takea number
ofyears (at least several generations of fish would be required).
Life History Information
Natural reEroduction
There isa lack of documented information concerning the natural
reproduction of the SiletzRiversummer steelhead.Natural reproduction
ispoor in the Siletz system.The cause(s)are notunderstood and
can not be understood untilwe determine the timing of peak spawning
activity and thelocation of the important spawningareas.Spawning
groundsurveys should be continued in orderto determine the spawningbehavior.Surveysshouldinitiallybeconcentratedon theNorth
ForkSiletzsystem,includingbothtributariesand themainstern
WorthForkSiletz.Thesurveysshouldbeconductedbetweenearly
Februaryand lateApril.Creelcensus ofthe NorthForkSiletz
andupper SiletzRiverduringthesame periodmay alsoprovidesome
informationas tostate ofmaturityof thefish andtheirdistribution
inthesystemduringthespawningperiod.Once thespawningbehavior
isdocumentedwe recommendthatresearchintothecauses of the
poor naturalreproductionbeundertakenandthat suchcauses be
remediedto theextentpractical.
Existenceoftidewater ofsummer steelhead
It issuspectedthata substantialsegmentof thesummer steel-
headrun spendstheentiresummer inthetidewaterportionof the
river.Thissuspicionshouldbeverifiedor rejected,and ifrejected,
thesummerwhereaboutsof thisgroup offishshouldbedetermined.
Theestablishmentofa fisheryon thetidewaterpopulationisalsoa
possibility.Asurvey ofthetidewaterarea usinga boat andscuba
gear shouldrevealthepresenceor absenceof largenumbersofsteelhead.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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